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ACCURACY, RANGE, AND CONVENIENCE OF 
CERTAIN METHODS AND DEVICES USED IN 

MEASUREMENT OF IRRIGATION WATER 

CHAPTER I 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 

Without a doubt water is one of the most important 

factors in the life of mankind. To sustain life the human 

body demands a certain amount of water each day. Also 

growth of food, both plant and animal, requires varying 

amounts of water. Since the very dawn of civilization in 

the arid areas of the world where rainfall is seasonal and 

relatively uncertain, water has been a precious commodity. 

As with any other life-sustaining substance, water has had 

to be shared in the community and distributed equitably to 

all. The way in which water occurs in nature, the methods 

used In collecting and storing it, and the very fluid nature 

of water makes the problem of measuring it unique. 

The early Romans were plagued with the problem of ac- 

counting for water brought into the city through the great 

aqueducts. Frontinus Julius, water commissioner of Rome In 

97 A. D., wrote of his problems in eliminating mismanagement 

and dishonesty by municipal water-distribution personnel and 

in preventing water theft by private citizens. his writings, 

first translated from the Latin by Clemens Herschel, show 



how much practical hydrailics he acquired by observing flow 

from pipes and in open channels. (3,pp.34.l5) The gen- 

eral effect of elevation head, cross-sectional area, and 

dynamic pressure upon the quantities of water flowing in 

conduits is noted in his narrative. However, a lack of 

adequate mathematics and equipment kept him from fully 

understanding the phenomenon of flowing water. 

In a climate practically devoid of rainfall the ancient 

Igyptians turned to the Nile River's annual flooding to ir- 

rigate their lands. A vast network of canals and reservoirs 

received the rising water which was released later as needed 

into the fields. As the River's level sank lower and the 

reservoirs became depleted, it was necessary 

water by other means to the outlying higher 

water was lifted in bags made of animal skin 

level to higher ones by the power of men and 

pp.8-9) 

The ?haraohs were vitally interested in 

to raise the 

rields. The 

from the lower 

animals. (14, 

maintaining and 

improving the irrigation systems and thus Increasing crop 

yields. As the floods came each spring mon were assigned to 

measure the crest height at the second cataract and send a 

report back immediately to the lower valley. The officials 

there could then estimate how much land it would be possible 

to irrigate and, what was more important, how much tax in 

the form of crops would be due the government at harvest 
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time. Marks cut into the rocky cliffs at the second cata- 

ract nearly four thousand years ago indicate that the Nilo 

once rose thirty feet above present high-water marks of to- 

day. (Ii,pp.190-191) Undoubtedly this is the earliest 

attempt known to rate the flow in a river by gaging the 

height of its surface. 

Irrigation in California 

The central valley of California is another land which 

is dependent upon irrigation to bring forth the richness of 

the soil. Inmediately following the Gold Iush there was a 

surge to settle the inner valleys, for the men naturally 

turned to their former occupation of farming and recognized 

the possibilities for extensive agriculture there. However, 

the excessive dryness of the soil hindered them and little 

could be planted except grain and other crops which could be 

harvested before the long dry summer. 

The first attempt at irrigation in the central valley 

is reported to have been made by a colony of Mormons located 

on the Stanislaus Hiver between Ripon and Manteca about 

i8Io. What became of the colony is not iaiown, but remnants 

of a ditch with perfect grade, about three-fourths of a mile 

long, were still in existence In 1910. (12,p. i ) 

From 1850 there was increasing agitation from land- 

owners for a watering system for the area. Numerous land 
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and water companies weie formed and sold bonds throughout 

the West for irrigation developments. However, many met 

financial difficulty and a groat majority of them undertook 

proJects which were not economIcally feasible. In addition 

to the8o failings, many other oompani were actually fraud- 

ulent, thus irrigation, bonds fell into low repute during 

this period. 

To prevent further abuse and to make it possible for 

le;itimate companies to organize, the California State 

Legislature passed, In 1887, the tright Irrigation Law, 

later amended and called the Wright-I3ridgeford Law. This 

act provided that irrigation districts could be formed with 

the same status as a municipality under the approval of the 

Board of Supervisors in the local county. When a certain 

proportion of the population of the proposed district had 

expressed approval, an election could be called and if a 

majority favored the district, it could then be formed. The 

act further provided that eac]i district be divided into five 

sections and each was to elect a man to the Board of Direc- 

tors who were then to operate the district. (12,pp.l-3) 

In the period following the passage of this legislation 

many irrigation districts were formed. Most of thorn strug 

gled many years to design and construct the dams, canals, 

other physical structures, and an administrative organiza- 

tion necessary to function and deliver water on an economic 
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basis. Each district has adopted a moans of delivering, 

measuring, and collecting payment for their water which 

seoms to Lit their needs adequately. 

The purpose of bhis paper is to investigate and draw 

conclusions upon the accuracy, range, arid convenience of 

certain devices used in measurement of irriation water. 

This study has been restricted to the operations of the 

major irrigation districts in California's central valley 

from the Fresno area north to the vicinity of Stockton, A 

survey was made of devices in use there to observe the eL- 

fectiveness of methods employed and to understand the part 

water measurement plays in operation of an irrigation dis- 

t ri e t. 

The next chapter contains a description of the facili- 

ties, method of operation, and financial structure of the 

ten districts which were visited. it is felt that to give 

proper evaluation to the devices and procedures in uso for 

measurin' the water, one should have a picture of the finan- 

cial and physical set-up of the districts being considered. 

Such factors have a great influence upon the management's 

concern for accurate water measurement, 
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CHAPTER II 

SURVEY OF IRRIGATION DISTRICTS 

Banta-Carbona Irrigation District 

This district was organized in 1921 and contains 15,700 

acres gross area and 15,100 acres net assessed area. At the 

tizno this ciistriet was formed the old private canal company 

was purchased and certain contracts for service to areas 

outside the new district had to be honored. Sorne of these 

contraobs are very unprofitable to the district. For ex- 

ample, 8iI. acres receive approximately three acre-feet of 

water each season for a fee of two dollars per acre. 

The land inside the district is taxed four dollars per 

one hundred dollar valuation of land only and usually re- 

ceives three acre-feet per acre each season. The land is 
usually assessed at about one-third to one-half its market 

value. The district now has 587,OOO outstanding in bonds 

thus making an average bonded debt of 39.13 per acre. 

The district's water is diverted from the San Joaquin 

River which flows north in this part of the central valley. 
Pumping is required to lift the water up to the district 
lands because of the slight fall and relatively low stage of 

the river during the irrigation season. An intake channel 

1.23 miles long has been dredged from ihe River to the first 
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pump lift of 3 feet. This plant of four pumps has a capac- 

ity of 220 cubic feet per second. The water flows into tho 

lifting canal, )..8 miles long, which has five more pumping 

stations of radually diminishing capacity and each produc- 

ing a 25-foot lIft except the last one which has a )40-foot 

lift through aproxImately 1.5 mIles of buried pipe. 

From the lift canal the main laterals branch off at 

intervals to distribute the water to sub-laterals and 

finally through turnouts to the private ditches. There are 

28.63 miles of ¡nain laterals and 146.81 miles of sub-laterals. 

Based on the total water distributed through the srstem, the 

average pumping lift has been calculated as 118.26 feet. 

(2,p.9) 

Accurato measurement of water delivery to each farm is 

not exceedingly important here bocauso most of the water is 

not paid for on ari acre-foot basis. The quantity of water 

taken into the district is measured by current meter and 

from stage-discharge curves used with water-level recorder 

data from the lift canal. Flow is also checked from the 

output capacities of the lift pumps. The flow In laterals 

Is measured by some stream gaging and by ising Calco Meter- 

gate installations where each lateral branches from the pump 

canal. Float-controlled radial gates are used to maintain a 

reasonably constant water 3urface elevation. In the sub- 

laterals and at turnouts to private ditches, cheok similar 
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Fig. 1. BantaCarbòna rigation District. 
One of the six pumping stations on the main 
lift canal. Pump lift here is 2 feet. 

Fig. 2. Banta-Carbona Irrigation District. 
Calco etergate installation for measuring 
the water flowing from the main canal at 
left into a lateral at right of the service 
road. 
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to a weir but rore crude, are used for control and to make 

approximate flow measurements. In special cases whore 

greater accuracy iS required, a Sparling Open-flow Meter is 

installed on the downstroan side of a submerged orifice, 
throat or closed conduit. 

The riajor farm product of the ditrct is of the truck 

crop variety. There are also some fruit and walnut orchards, 
alfalfa, and grain. A.proxìiato1y 3,2OO acre-feet of vrater 

are diverted from the flivor each season. About 25 per cent 

of the system is concrete lined and seepage and evaporation 

loss is normally about 12 per cent. (2,pp.2,9-ll) 

Consolidated Irrigation District 

This district has its headquarters 12 miles south of 

Fresno at Selma, California. The irrigated area in the 

district comprises 150,000 acres; 90,000 acres Irrigated 
from gravity canals and 6o,000 acres supplied by about 

5,000 private wells. The pumps for these wells are gerler- 

ally 10-horsepower, 2-stage turbines delivering 500 to 1000 

gallons per minute. 

The canal system contains 90 miles of main canal with 

the whole network running 300 miles In length. 'ater loss 

due to seepage and evapbration is about 35 per cent of the 

total diverted as the land iS flat and sandy and the main 

canals arc not lined. Thii situation Is tolerated because 
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Fig. 3. Banta-Carbona Irrigation District. 
Calco float-controlled radial gate for 
maintaininG constant upstream water level. 

Fig. I. Consolidated Irrigation District. 
Headworks of the main canal near Center- 
ville Darn. Taintor drum gates are auto- 
matically regulated when the water level 
in the canal further downstream changes. 
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the water tabic is raised to within 30 feet of the surface 

in sharp contrast to adjoinin: areas where it stays at from 

100 to 10 feet below the surface. 

Water for thc district comes from the Kings River 

where a diversion structure, Centerville Dam, is owned 

jointly with the Fresno Irrigation District. The intake 

rabe at the headworks of tho main canal is controlled by 

electrically driven Tainter drum gates. The sottin of 

these gates is automatically adjusted when the water level 

in the canal about a thousand feet downstream fluctuates 

from the normal. A water-level recordin: device located at 

that point is rigged to trip an electrical circuit when the 

water level changes. The circuit supplies power to the 

drive motors which opon or close the gates to regulate the 

intake from the River. At this point there is also a 96- 

foot 1on,round-crested, free-flowing weir and a station 

for making current meter measurements. (See Fig. 5, page 

12) Two other sharp-crested, adjustable, metal weirs are 

used within the distribution system. They are of metal 

frame and wood sheathing, built to slide vertically in a 

slot and are adjustable to any crest level by a screw ap- 

paratus. Thus they are useful as a check and as a weir 

also, (Seo Fig. 6, pago 12) 

A few miles below the diversion dam and head gates the 

canal divides and the flow is split approximately equally to 



1'ig. . Consolidated Irrigation District, 
A submerged, round-crested weir is aìovrn in 
the foreground. Water-level recorder con- 
trolling the headworks is nearby. Structure 
shown is a sand trap and current meter gaging 
station. 

Fig. 6. Consolidated Irrigation Districts 
uiique, adjustable, sharp-crested weir useful 
both as a rneasurinß device and as a cheek to 
control upstream water level, 
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each of the two smaller canals. Here the flow is measured 

in one canal by a unique, experimental, control and measure- 

mont structure. (See page lJ4) It has four Venturi tubes of 

square cross-section set below the normal stream level with 

drum gates at the downstream side. This device and the use 

being made of Venturi meters in turnouts by the Consolidated 

Irri.ation District is described more fully in the next 

chapter. Another unusual practice here is to equip ditch- 

tenders with Pitot tubes constructed and calibrated by the 

district for measuring flow through the smaller turnouts. 

Flow into the turnout pipe is controlled by a Calco gate at 

the pipe entrance and measured by a Pitot tube inserted into 

the pipe flow through a standpipc or at the outlet end. All 

these measuring devices are calibrated from current meter 

flow measurements. The resourcefulness, and initiative of 

the district's engineer, Mr. Invart Teilman, in trying to 
develop improved measuring methods and devices, makes this 

system a very interesting one to visit. 

The district purchased its distribution system from a 

private canal company in 1922. It is now entirely debt-free 

and is operated and maintained through income from water 

sales. Users pay a flat rate of l.8O per acre each year 

for canal water and ;O.36 per acre each year to engage in 
private pumping. Approximately 190,000 acre-feet of water 

per year is diverted from the King's River and 120,000 



Fig. 7. Consolidated Irrigation District, 
An experimental measuring installation us- 
ing four submerged Venturi tubes. This 
view shows the upstream sido, 

Fig. 8. Consolidated Irrigation District. 
Installation in Fig. 7 is shown from the 
downstream side. Flow is controlled by 
radial gates. Each closet stands over the 
float wells for measuring the differential 
pressure in a Venturi tube. 



acre-feet is finally delivered, thus making an average 

delivery of 1.33 acre-feet per acre each season. The major 

crop products of the district are grapes--0,0Q0 acres, 

orchards--20,000 acres, and cotton-30,000 acres. 

Fresno Irrigation District 

Fresno Irrigation District was organized in 1921 to 

purchase the facilities of the local Fresno Canal Company. 

Today the district has 900 miles of open canals with very 

little of it lined, There has been no effort made to con- 

struct lining because the seepage from the canals is found 

to be beneficial in raising the water table, The district 
comprises 235,000 acres, 170,000 acres irrigated by gravity 

canal and the remainder by private pumping. 

Irrìgation water is not sold on any quantity basis, but 

the user is charged according to the following annual rate: 

2.25 per acre for irrigation by gravity canal; 

i.68 per acre for water privately pumped from canals; 

o.68 per acre--no service, water freni private wells. 

Over the past 2L years bhe district has diverted an 

average of 142,000 acre-feet per year. In 192)i. the diver- 

sion was 180,000 acre-feet, but in 1945 it was up to 520,000 

acre-feet, 

The water for distribution is brought into the main 
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canal from the King's River through manually-controlled head 

gabos, In the main cariais ieasui'ement of water is made at 

32 caging stations whore current meter radinjs are taken 
daily. sight weirs of both the suppressed rectangular and 

Cipolletti types are used in the laterals. The district's 

engineers use the V. . Cane weir formulas in preference to 

others in computing weir discharge. They feel that the re- 

sults obtained are more correct although solution is some- 

what more complicated with these formulas. There is also 

one Parshall flume having about a three-foot throat width in 

use on one of the smaller laterals. 

Turnouts are of the submerged slide-gate type called 

Calco Metergates. The Fresno Irrigation district has been 

responsible for development and calibration of three stand- 

ard turnout designs. This work, done during 1927 and 1928, 

has been a recognized contribution to irrigation practice. 

It is discussed more fully in Chapter III. 

The district lands are planted in about the following 

proportions: 30 per cent grapes; 30 per cent cotton; l per 

cent alfalfa and pasture; 2 per cent miscellaneous. 

The district is debt-free and finances its operation ar 

maintenance from annual water tolls mentioned previously. 

Total personnel averages 80 employees with a high employment 

turnover of ditchtenders causing some difficulty. There is 

also some trouble experienced in keeping the water at the 
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Fig. 9. Fresno Irrigation District's Rec- 
tangular, suppressed, non-aerated weir with 
water-level recorder, (not shown) 

Fig. 10.. iresno Irrigation District, A 
karshall fiume constructed where allowabL 
head loss is small. Throat width is about 
three feet. 
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end of laterals from ovortopping the banks or getting too 

shallow, This seems to be caused by inexperienced or lax 

ditohtenders, poor cooperation fron3 consumers who will not 

take water when their turn cornes, and inadequate moans of 

control in the system. 

Madera Irrigation District 

This district has only recently been organized to pur- 

chase the holdings of a private canal company. Its area in- 

eludes 1l2,tOO acres total and 9).,OOO acres feasible for 

irrigation. At the present time only 22,000 acres of cot- 

ton, alfalfa, and vineyards aro being delivered an average 

of two acre-feet per acre annually at 41.75 per acre-Coot. 

Water is being measured by the float method using 0.8 times 

the float velocity for average canal crosssectlon velocity, 
by stream gaging with current meter, and by using the 

Clausen Weir Rule for measuring overdrops. 

In order to rehabilitate and enlarge an obviously in- 

adequate system, the district has contracted with the U. S. 

Bureau of Reclamation to build them a new system for a cost 

of 8,320,00o. The district is to repay this sum to the 

Federal government in forty years at no interest. This 

project will place a net cost of seventy-four dollars upon 

each acre in the district. The district will also receive 

water from the Bureau of Reclamation's Madera Canal which 
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transports water stored behind the Friant Darn at 1Ii11erton 

Lake. Class one water (annual quantity guaranteed) delivered 

to its main distribution canal will cost the district ;3.O 
per acre-foot. 

This is one of many distribution systems being designed, 

constructed, and financed by the J. S. Bureau of Reclamation 

for newly-formed irrigation districts to utilize water con- 

veyed by the Friant-Kern and Madera canals. The Bureau has 

done much in testing and developing improved equipment and 

methods of storing, conveying, distributing, and rasuring 

irrigation water. It has pioneered the design and construc- 

tion of closed-type distribution systems for irrigation 

water. Although the Madera system will be the open-channel 

type and less expensive, the closed-type, using buried con- 

crete pipe lines, offers many advantages for consideration. 

Merced Irrigation District 

The Merced Irrigation District was organized in 1919. 

The system in existence at that time was owned by the Merced 

Land and Water Company. Since that timo the system has been 

enlarged to its present dimensions which are as follows: 

Gross district acreage ló3,86L. 
Net; irrigable acreage 
Canals, total miles 723 
Canais concrete lined, miles 122.23 
Number of drainage wells 116 
Number of irrigation wells 20 
Number of automatic recorder stations 28 
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Fig. 11. Merced irrigatìon Districtts Ex- 
chequer Darn (90 ft long and 326 ft high) 
constructed in 1926 on the Merced River has 
a total generating capacity f 3,O0 kva. 

Fig. 12. Merced Irrigation District. Look- 
ing upstream at the headworks of the main 
canal. Canal capacity here is 1900 efs. 
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The irrigation water ccnes from the Merced River where 

the district has comploto water rights to the flow except 

for a certain small flow which must be maintained for the 

benefit of riparian property owners downstream. The dia-. 

trict constructed the 950-foot long Exchequer Dam in 1926 

for water storage and power production. The reservoir, Lake 

McClure, has a capacity of 281,200 acre-feet and the power 

house, containing two generators driven by Francis turbines, 

has a total power capacity of 3t,500 kva. 

The district has a rated section with water-level re- 

corder and stream gaging station on the Merced River up- 

stream from Lake McClure. This is the first measuring point 

and records flow into the reservoir. A few miles downstream 

from the dam a weir and another water-.stage recorder are in 

use to measure a small flow diverted north of the river. 

Three miles farther downstream the main diversion dam raises 

water into the main canal which has a capacity of 1900 cubic 

feet per second. Another current meter station with auto- 

matic water-level recorder about 1000 feet downstream from 

the head gates measures the flow in the main canal. Beyond 

this point the canal has branching laterals and a small 

holding reservoir, but very few control or measuring devices 

within the distribution system. This condition leaves much 

to be desired as control of the water is very poor. At the 

end of laterals the water level becomes unmanageable and 
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banks aro over-toped frequenbly. 

Most laterals empty into the San Joaquín and Merced 

Rivers. Water-level recorders are kept at the ends of these 

laterals to record the airiount of water flowing out of the 

district as waste. In 1950 the district diverted 530,000 

acre-feet of water from the River into the system and 87,000 

acre-feet was spilled and wasted, Turnouts to privato 

ditches consist of approximately ¿450 wood and metal sub- 

merged gatos of doubtful measuring value. 

Power generated at Exchequer Dam is sold to the Pacific 

Gas arid Electric Company and this income averages nearly 

;500,o00 each year and approximates half the annual income 

of the district, The district tax of four dollars per each 

one hundred dollars assessed valuation of the land alone 

entitles the owner to four acre-feet por acre of water per 

season on a rotating service basis, Sorne crops such as 

alfalfa, permanent pasture, and rice may require more water 

and in that case a toll charge of from 0.75 to l.75 per 

acre-foot is charged for quantities over four acre-feet. 

In 1950 11)4,1)4 acres were irrigated from a total of 6)46,200 

acre-feet of district river and well water diverted into the 

system. Of this amount0 13 per cent was spilled and 18 per 

cent was lost by seepage and evaporation, leaving )4)45,300 

acre-feet actually delIvered to the land. 

The district is striving to get more canals lined with 



Fig. 13. Merced Irrigation District's ¿aing 
station on the main canal, Currenb meter 
measurements are made from the cable car. A 
water-level recorder is housed at left. 

Fig. 1h,. Lierced Irrigation Distrïct. This 
rectangular contracted weir is located on 
the north-side canal. The water comes from 
a conduit under the road at left. Note the 
water-level recorder in the background. 

23 
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concrete in order to minimize weed growth and eopae 1oses. 

There is a need for becter control and measurement in the 

system and more cooperation from Irrigators to prevent ex- 

cesive waste of water and an aggravated drainage problem. 

(17,pp.ó-lO) 

Modesto Irrigation District 

This irrigation district is most interesting because 

of the way the stored water has been utilized to produce 

power and thus improve the economy of the district. The 

Modesto and Turlock Irrigation Districts have acquired the 

major water rights to flow of the Toulwnne IU.ver. In 1923 

they jointly built the Don Pedro Dam which has a gross stor- 

age capacity of 290,000 acre-feet, a height of 28L. feet 

above the stream bed, and five generators with a total 

capacity of 37,500 kva. The following data describes the 

irrigation system: 

Length of main canal and laterals 163 mIles 
Length of concrete lined canals and laterals 63 miles 
Length of drainage canals 57 miles 
Gross area 31,200 acres 
Irrigated area in 191t9 70,069 acres 
Total irrigators in 191i.9 3,059 parcels 

The power generated at Don Pedro Dam Is distributed by 

the district to local consumers. Their electrical trans- 

mission system contains over 950 miles of transmission and 

distribution lines, 13 sub-stations, and 18,935 electrical 
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conumer. 
The financial conditicn of the district is good with 

76O,6OO outstanding bond indebtedness and an aessed va1u. 

ation of 7,618,839. Annua]. revenue from power is over 

;2,OOO,oOO and supports maintenance and operation of both 

the power and irrigation enterprises. The di3trict water 

tax finances the bond retirement. The present tax rate is 

el.50 per one hundred dollars assessed valuation. An aver- 

age of 3.!; acre-feet per acre each season is delivered to 

the consumers. However, Mr. Crawford, the Water Superin- 

tendent, explained that nearly twice this amount is diverted 

into the main canal to make up for the various losses. Be- 

fore describing the measuring methods of this dIstrict, it 
should be mentioned that since water is not sold ori any 

quantity basis there is no need for much accuracy in 

measuring delivery to the consumers. The main objective is 

to atto:'pt a reasonably fair distribution to all. 
Downstreaii from the Don Pedro Darn is the La Grange Dam 

for re-regulation of the flow Etd for diverting the water 

Into the main canals of both districts. A short distance 

below this dam on the Modesto Irrigation District main canal 

a special uniform, calibrated section and a water-level re- 

corder are Installed to give continuous measurement. This 

measuring installation is primarily for the U. S. Geological 

Survey unit that chocks the quantity diverted annually from 



the River. 

About ten miles on down this main canal which ha a 

capacity of 2000 cubic feet per second the flow enters the 

Da1las-arner Reservoir. ThiE storape reservoir has a 

capacity of 28,000 acre-feet, an area of 23O acres, and a 

maximum depth of 26 feet. An inlet weir and outlet gates 

provide some means of measuring and controlling the quantity 

passing through. Further westward downstream, through a 

special agreement, a small portion of the main canal's flow 

is diverted into the Waterford Irrigation District which 

holds certain water rights on the Toulunine River. When the 

main canal finally enters the Modesto Irrigation District, 
two 60-foot suppressed, rectangular weirs measure the flow 

entering the distribution system. Beyond this point numer- 

ous primary laterals branch off and the quantity going into 
each one is measured and controlled by submerged gates cali- 
brated from flow measurements by current meter. Turnout 

installations to private ditches are similar to those de- 

veloped by the Fresno Irrigation District. 
Service to consumers is maintained on a 21-day basis 

for orchards and vineyards and on a 10-day basis for alfalfa 
and surface-root crops. During the winter months surplus 

money and idle operating personnel is utIlized to improve 

the system. In the dry years the supply of water is short, 

especially with the increasing demand for wtter, but there 
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Fig. l. Don Pedro Darn owned jointly by the Iodesto 
and Turlock Irrigation Districts. 

Fig. 16. Modesto IrrigatIon District, Thter 
being released from the Dallas-Warner Reser- 
voir into the main canal. The release is 
controlled by submerged gates. 
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is strong opposition to accepting federal aid of any sort. 

It is local opinion that the district will be better off to 

continue privately financing its present modest rate of 

expansion and improvement rather than to accept lavish 

federal aid for major improvements and loso much of its 

local control, For it has been this local element which has 

shown the ingenuity, foresight, and perseverance necessary 

to push forward since the initiai organizing ifl 1887 and 

bring the Modesto Irrigation District to its present stato 

of development. 

South Sau Joauin Irrigation District 

This district was formed in 1909. At that time the 

facilities of the San Joaquin and Stanislaus Water Company 

was purchased jointly by the South San Joaquin and Turlock 

Irrigation Districts for a total sum of $65o,000. Since 

that time the two districts have jointly held primary water 

righbs on the Stanislaus RIver. In 1913 they constructed 

the 78-foot high Goodwin Dam which diverts water into the 

headworks of the main canal of each district. Shortly be- 

yond the headworks of the South San Joaquín main canal a 

straight, uniform section has been calibrated by current 

meter measurements to determine the depth-discharge relation- 

ship. A water-level recorder installed at this point gives 

data directly related to discharge. Approximately 10 miles 
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Fig. 17. Goodwin Diversion Darn on the Stan- 
islaus River constructed in 1913 by the South 
San Joaquin and Oakdalo Irrigation Districts. 

Fig. 18. Flow from South San Joaquin Irri- 
gation Wcodward Reservoir inbo the 
maIn cariai. Toj of the intake tower is visible 
over the crest of the earth-fill darn. 
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further down the main canal, which has a maximum capacity of 

1700 cubic feet per second, the district has a storage 

reservoir. Called Wodward Reervoir, it was formed in 1916 

by constructing a 60-foot high and 3I00-foöt ìon earth dam. 

The reservoir 1as a storage capacity of 3,000 acre-feet, 

and water is released from here into the main distributary 
canal, 18.3 miles ions and reaching into the center of the 

71,000-acre district. Water in this canal passes another 

water-level recorder that is used in measuring discharges 

through a calibrated section. 
There are 2L. laterals receiving water from this dis- 

tributary canal and the quantity turned into each. is 
measured by suppressed rectangular woirs or rectangular sub- 

merged orifices controlled by slide gates. These devices 

have been calibrated from current meter velocity measure- 

merits; weir flow is computed using the Francis formula. The 

turnouts for delivery to private land are simple sheet steel 
or wooden rates in the canal bank which are raised in making 

a delivery. They are designed to release a head of water 

equal to 1 cubic feet per second to the irrigator when 

canal water-level is normal, This rate may easily vary, but 

the ditohtender will use the nearest upstream check as a 

weir and thus determine the flow within five to 10 per cent. 

The district system contains 3S0 miles of mains and 

laterals of which 10 miles are lIned and delivers to 22146 
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irrigators. The quantity of rater diverted into the system 

each season has varied with the suDply available, but ranges 

normally between 3.2 and .O acre-feet per acre. However, 

loss in the whole system from the diversion darn to the 

farmer's ditch is estimated at 38 per cent. The followIng 

fIgures from the district's annual report of 1950 are the 

averare net deliveries for each variety of crop. 

Crop 

Alfa Ifa 
Be en s 
Clover 
Trees and vineyards 
Corn 
Grain 
Melons 
Tornatoe s 
1ìi scellaneous 

Acre-Feet per Acre 

3.22 
1.33 
)4.12 
2.20 
1.56 
1. oL 
1 90 
1. 2t.1 

1.314. 

Mr. T. V. Stivere, the district engineer, predicts that 
the wide differences In water use will require more accurate 

measurement In the district and a duty on all water over a 

certain quantity, perhaps three or four acre-feet per acre. 

In 1926 the South San Joaquin and Turlock Irrigation 

Districts jointly constructed the e1ones Dam on the Stan- 

Islaus River for more storage and for the development of 
power. It Is 210 feet high with a crest length of 590 feet 

and a gross storage capacity of 112,500 acre-feet. The 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company purchases the power rener- 

ated there for ari annual sum of 5,i251OOO which is paid 
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jointly to both districts. The increasing need for water In 

recent years has caused the amount diverted from the River 

to rise from 151,192 acre-feet In 19L2 to 226,717 acre-feet 

in 1950 when 59,000 acres were Irrigated. With no slacken- 

ing in demand foreseen, the two districts have plans to con- 

struct three more danis upstream from the Melones Dam to 

store additional amounts of the estimated one million acre- 

feet annual runoff. The Federal Power Commission has given 

approval for the dams and the Pacific Gas and Electric Coni- 

pany will purchase the resulting power. 

Turlock Irrigation District 

The Turlock Irrigation District is located on the south 
edge of the Modesto Irrigation District and the two districts 

jointly own the Don Pedro Dam and the LaGrange Diversion Dam. 

These structures were mentioned previously in the section 

dealing with the Modesto district. The following facts 

about this district are from its 1950 annual report. 

Bonded debt per acre of assessed area 
Assessed value of taxable land 
Tax rate per 10O assessed value 
Irrigated area 
Number of irrigated parcels 
Length of main canal and laterals 
Length of main canal and laterals lined 
Number of drainage wells 
Average depth of drainage wells 
Length of power transmission lines 
Length of power distribution lines 
Electric meters in service 
Water loss (main canal to delivery) 

9.80 
lh,I426,885.00 

dj 10 
l59,91.2 acres 

6,383 
250 mIles 
151 miles 
160 
199 feet 

96 miles 
890 miles 

15,900 
15 per cent 



Fig. 20. Sparling Open- 
flow Meter being used at 
the Turlock Irrigation 
District to measure flow 
In a buried conduit. The 
meter rests in mounts on 
the bracket attached to 
the standpipe. 
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Fig. 19. Turlock Irrigation 
District water being re- 
leased from Owens Reservoir 
into the main supply cenai. 
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This district was í'orrned in 1888 and like it sister 

dIstrict, Modesto IrriCation District, is derivino its major 

income from power generated, distributed, and sold through 

Its own organization. Net income in 1950 from the Electri- 
cal Department was approximately 89l,000 while tax income 

totaled about i6o,Ooo. Sale of excess water also added 

l0,369 to the 1950 revenue. The inportont place which 

power production has taken in this districtts operations is 

readily apparent. (21,pp.7-l14) 

The distribution for irrigation starts at LaGrange Darn 

on the Toulomne Fiver where the total diversion into the 

main canal in the 1950 season was 593,1493 acre-feet. The 

flow into this main canal is measured by a suppressed con- 

crete weir calibrated and checked each year from current- 
meter measurements. A water-level recorder keeps a continu- 

ous record of the head on this weir, About ten miles down- 

stream from hero, the main canal flows into the 50,000 

acre-feet capacity of the Owens Reservoir for temporary 

storage. Flow from the reservoir is through submerged gatè 

openings and into the district via'a canal of 2000 cubic 

feet per second capacity. Inside the district this canal 

branches into three primary laterals and again into more 

sub-laterals. At each of these divisions the flow is 

measured by a Cipolletti weir. (See Fig. 21, page 35) The 

turnouts to privato ditches ax'e all controlled by Calco 
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Fig. 21. Turlock Irrigation District. A 
standard Cipolletti weir (9i.-ft crest) is 
shown measuring about L,2O cfs in a primary 
lateral. 

Fig. 22. Turlock Irrigation District. A 
trapezoidal, sharp-crested weir measuring 
flow in a large lateral. Water-level re- 
corder at left (not shown) records the head 
on the weir crest. 
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gates. These installations are not all constructed from the 

turnout design calibrated by the Fresno Irrigation District 

in 1928, but discharge tables developed by the Fresno Irri 

gation District for their design give satisfactory results 

in computing flow here also, The number of gate sizes have 

been limited to diameters of 2)4, 30, 36, and )42 inches, The 

Turlock Irrigation District finds al8o that the Sperling 

Open-flow Meter is very useful for checking flow through 

turnouts or for measuring the flow in any conduit, constric- 

tion, or orifice. (See Fig, 20, page 33) 

This is an old and well established district, but in- 

teresting problems are still faced occasionally. Moss 

growing in low velocity canals has increased existing main- 

tenance costs with no easy remedy apparent. The necessity 

for reducing waste and getting maximum benefit from water 

delivered has also been a problem. In the past some irri- 

gators wasted water through carelessness and by diverting 

water on land poorly prepared for irrigation. This condi- 

tion caused drainage problems on neighboring property, poor 

service to all from longer time required to take watsr 

through inadequate private ditches, and an unequitable dis- 

tribution of the available water. With additional land 

corning under cultivation each year, this waste was taxing 

the capacity of the system. Observing that most crops cor- 

rectly irrigated demand from three to three and one-half 
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acre-feet per acre each season, tho management placed a toll 
of one dollar per acre-foot on ail ator delivered over four 

acre-feet por acre each season. Although this toll has been 

in effect only two years, it has brought a noticeable im- 

provement in the utilization of water by the individual ir- 
rigator. For those actuailr needing over four acro-fes per 

acre for crops of alfalfa, clover, and rice the additional 
cost for water is not excessive, 

West Stanislaus irrLatipn District 

This district, located on the west side of the San 

Joaquin River north of the town of Patterson, was formed in 

1920. The following facts describing the district are from 

its 1950 annual report. 

Net irrigated 
Length of pump cariai 
Length of laterals 
Length of laterals lined 
Length of sub-laterals concrete piped 
Number of assessed parcels 
Total assessed valuation 
Average assessed value per acre 
Tax rate per ].0C assessed value 
Average bond debt per acre 
Average lift for all delivered water 

21,370 acres 
14 miles 

62 miles 
!.6 miles 
20 mlles 

207 
2,1I7,6l0 

$100 
so 

h8.33 
107.3 feet 

The district lifts its water from the San Joaquin River 

through a 2.2-mile intake channel and a four-mile pump canal 

that contains six electrically-powered pump stations. The 

first one has ltj.75 hp installed, lifts the water 35 feet, 



and has a maximum capacity of 300 cubIc feet per second. Th 

others range in horsepower from 975 to 350 and each has a 

23-foot lift. (See Fig. 23, page 39) Ten laterals branch 

off in both directions at right angles to the main pump 

canal. The flow into each of these is measured over 20-foot, 

suppressed, rectangular weirs. (See Fig. 25, page Li.0) Flow 

is computed by the Bazin formula. The water is measured 

again at the turnouts which are all Calco iietergate instal- 

lations and because most parcels exceed IiO acres, the gates 

are all 21. inches in diameter. (See Fig. 26, page LO) On 

the longer laterals some intermediate nasuring is dono with 

five-foot suppressed weirs. Methods of measuring water in 

this district are standardized and chosen with care. Corre- 

lation between the measured quantity entering the laterals 

and the total amount delivered at the turnouts is always 

maintained at over 90 per cent. 

During the l9O irrigation season 81,207 acre-feet were 

pumped from the river, of which 77,1148.5 acre-feet were de- 

livered to the land, resulting in an average water loss 

throughout the system of only five per cent. Average water 

use during the 1950 season was 3.15 acre-feet por acre while 

for different crops the volume delivered varied from 14.58 

acre-feet per acre for alfalfa to 0.66 acre-feet por acre 

for corn. In addition to the taxes mentioned previously, 

water tolls are also placed on the volume delivered. This 
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Fig. 23. West Stanislaus Irrigation District's 
pumping station number three containing one 50- 
hp and six 150-hp pumps. Pming head is 23 feet. 

Fig. 24. West Stanislaus Irrigation District. 
A view of the pump canai looking down the 
slope toward the San Joaquín River. In the 
foreground is the roof of a pumping station 
and the pumped water discharging into a higher 
canal section. 
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Fig. 2. West Stanislaus Irrigation District. 
This 2Ofoot rectangular suppressed weir 
measures flow from the pump canal into a 
lateral. 

Fig. 26. est Stanislaus Irrigation District. 
Water being turned out of the system and into 
the farmer's ditch is measured with a Calco 
Meterate. 
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charge is ,:35O per acre-foot for water requiring normal 

pumpIng; however sbme minor quantities are delivered to out- 

side land having low elevation for per acre-foot. 

This distribution system and its pumping installations have 
been designed for simple, efficient operation and the dis- 
trict's annual report Indicates that It is getting maximum 

service from the higher cost of a pumped irrigation system. 

(23,pp.l9 and pp.21-36) 

Woodbridge Irrigation District 

This is one of the smaller districts In the area. It 

Irrigates a total of 30,000 acres Including 1)4,000 acres 

lying outside the district boundaries. The water is dI- 
verted from the Mockolumne River through the headworks of 

the main canal at the town of Woodbridge. A low dIversion 

dam is located at this point and raises the water level of 

the River about 30 feet. 

This district relies very little upon accurate measure- 
ment of water. The canal headworks consists of three sub- 

merged orifices with flow controlled by steel slide gates. 

Water-level recorders on each side of these gates indicate 

the head loss through the orifices. The U. S. Geological 

Survey has calibrated these gates for head-loss and flow 

quantity at different gate openings from current meter 

measurements in the main canal. Further downstream there 



are gates located for turninp flow in or out of the large 

laterals. The only attempt at accurate measuring is done, 

as mentioned before, by the U. S. Geological Survey for a 

record of the total water diverted into the district each 

season. This amount normally ranges between 110,000 and 

130,000 acre-feet per season which extends from March 1 to 

November 15 each year. 

In observing the lack of information available to the 

management on the amount of water delivered to each irri- 

gator, it would seem impossible to fix a price for the 

amount delivered, but this is not the case. The district 

places a water toll upon the area of crops irrigated in the 

season and this toll varios with each crop depending upon 

the number of irrigations and quantity of water normally re- 

quired for it. The following is a schedule of tolls now in 

effect for one season's irrigation. 

Rate/Acre Rate/Acre 
Inside Outside 

Crop District District 

Alfalfa )4.50 
Clover ;.00 7.75 
Beans L.50 7.25 
Berries 6.50 11.50 
Annual Crops I.i.00 6.75 
Vineyard and Orchard 3.50 6.25 
Cereals, ist Irrigation 2.0 3.20 
Cereals, Each Additional Irrigation 0.75 0.75 
Pasture, ist Irrigation 1.10 2.35 
Pasture, .tach Additional Irrigation 0.35 0.35 
Rice 5.50 10.50 
Asparagus--Summer Irrigation 3.50 6.00 
Asparagus--Winter Irrigation 5.50 8.00 

Pasture is irrigated only when the water is not required for 
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other crops. 

The financing of the district is arranged so that the 

tax of two dollars per onìe hundred dollars assessed valua- 

tion on district land retires the bonds sold for initial 

construction. The water tolls provide for the cost of main- 

tenance, operation, administration, and a modest sum for 

annual improvements. The district has about 100 miles of 

canals with 25 per cent of them lined. Water loss from 

seepage and evaporation in the system is assumed to be about 

30 per cent. The Joodbridgo Irrigation District is located 

l miles north of Stockton and was formed about 20 years 

ago. It has three members on the Board of Directors, em- 

ploys 12 persons full-time, and uses the part-time services 

of a civil engineer from a neighboring district. 

Summary and Conclusions 

In the preceding portion of this Chapter it has been 

shown that many districts are not measuring the water de- 

livered to irrigators with much accuracy because major 

revenue comes from taxes based on the assessed valuation 

of land in the district. Thus the main concern of such 

districts is to distribute an equal head of water among 

the irrigators and there is no vital interest in the exact 

amount each individual receives. Accurate measurements 

under these conditions are only necessary to determine what 
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flow iS COflIiJIC Into the istr1ct and what the losses are 

within the distribution srstem. Irrigation districts Oper- 

ating largely ori revenue from taxes on the land can gener.' 

ally do so because the variety of crops raised is not great, 

xiiaking the se asonal water demand f rom irrigators more nearly 

proportional to the area each owns. Also these districts 

usually have a fairlf abundant water supply and some with 

power generating faciitie in operatJ.on at their storage 

reservoirs have a source of income greatly supplementing 

their income from taxes on land in the district. 

Sorno of the smaller districts collect revenue for 
operations and maintenance by a system of water tolls. The 

irrigator applies to the district for a season's irrigation 
for a certain number of acres of a given crop. The price 

per acre depends upon the crop that is to be raised. In 

this way the irrigator pays for the amount of water he uses, 

even though it is not measured, in a fairly reasonable way. 

This system can be badly abused if steps are not taken to 

insure proper and economical use of the waLer. 

These methods of collecting revenue from delivered 

water without actually measuring it are becoming more ob- 

viously inadequate. Irrigation water is becoming more valu- 

able and expensive each year in California and other parts 

of the West. The around water level has been seriously 

lowered in many places from droughts and from excessive 
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puing as th 1axiL becos rriore intensely cultivated. With 

untaipd sourc of water 1es accessible and more costly to 

develop, the irrigtiori di8trict nut know tìore preci1y 

how and where the waier they dïsbribute is being used, The 

wider variety of crops now being raised in a given area a10 

makcs trie older xuethod of operating without careful measure 

ment of delivered water break down, The difference In quan- 

tity of vater and frequency of irrigation required between 

alfalfa, ¿rains, rice, berries, nd fruit orchards Is quite 

marked. 

Those districts that were not fortunately located near 

mountain rivers WhiCh could be harnessed to provide power 

and irrigation by gravity were forced to measure water ac- 

curaely at the beginnin' of their operations in order to 

survive. Irriation districts located on the west side of 

the San Joaquín River in tlie central valley must pump their 

water up from this flyer onto their lands because few 

strowas flow eastward from the Coast lan, This pumped 

water is expensive. It has been necessary to collect for 

water on a strict acre-foot basis and in addition tax the 

district lands o amortize the initial cost of the systems. 

Lxpericneed management has found that where facilities 

for accurato measurement are installed more careful use of 

water has resulted in increased crop production, The in 

divldual irrigator benefits by paying for the measured 
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quantity of ater ie uses at a aet unit price and by having 

equitable distribution moro certain ci.urin tinos of short 

supply. By rcieasurixig the entire flow in the distribution 

systen, losses as weil as astae, can be established and 

prop.ir steps taken to eiminate theii. (9,v.3,p.37L-37Ó) 

in an ideal arrangement measuring equipment would be 

located at storage outlets and canal headworks, ut strategic 

points in canals and laterals, and also at delivery points 

to the Irrigator, This ideal cannot be realized immediately 

in many districts for financial or other reasonc, but it Is 

the goal for which all should strive. 



TABLE A 

S1JMMAIY AND COMPARISON OF TYPICAL CENTRAL CALIFORN IA IRRIGATION DISTRICTS 
AS OPERAPED DURING THE 1950 SEASON 

; ator 
Net System Tax/ Water Toll Avg Gross Income Loss 

Irrigation District Area Length lOO (Cost per Use from (% of 
(Acres) (iilos) Value Acre-Feet) (Ac-Ft/AC) Power Total) 

Banta-Carbona l,OOO 83 None 3.00 None 12 

Consolidated 100,000 300 None l.IO 2.00 None 3 

Fresno 170,000 900 None O.9O 3.00 None 30 

Madera 22,000 70 None 1.75 2.50 None -- 

Merced 1113,000 723 None 14.60 50 30 

Modesto 70,000 163 1.50 None 6.00 95 142 

South San Joaquin 59,000 350 6.36 None 14.00 85 38 

Turlock ióo,000 250 1.1O None 14.00 8)4 15 

West Stanlslaus 21,370 86 't.5o 3.5O 3.314 Nono S 

Woodbridge 30,000 100 2.0O Varies 14.00 None 30 

-J 
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CHAPTER III 
EVALLTAT ION OF MLASUREMENT METHODS 

Each of the various methods of mea8uring water observed 

and known to be In use in California's central valley irri- 

gation districts will now be critically examined to evaluate 

its suitability. However, any selection of the Ideal type 

of measuring device will depend on the topographical condi- 

tions, the character of the irrigation water, and a number 

of other desirable requirements. Where the irriable land 

is flat valley terrain the measurement of water must usually 

be made with devices requiring a minimum fall or loss of 
head. Where the irrigation water carries much silt no do- 

vice should be used which will cause the deposit of this 
silt in the canals and interfere with the measurement. 

Where the irrigation water transports weeds or other large 

material the device should not be easily obstructed. Other 

desirable requirements are the following: 

1. The device should not be easily tampered with, 

but be simply operated and require no special 
skill; 

2. The device should normally measure accurately 

within plus or minus five per cent of the actual 

quantity within any fraction of its maximum 

capacity; 
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3. It should preferably measure not only the rate 

of flow, but also register the volume of water 
passing in a given time; 

Li.. The cost to acquire and operate the device 

should not be excessive; 

. In many cases it is desirable that when once 

set for a desired capacity, the flow is not 

affected to a large extent by variations in 

water levels, (9,pp.376-376) 
It is realized that each device operates most effec- 

tively under a given set of condItions and in the discussion 

that follows such points will be among the considerations. 

The discussion is arranged to include open-channel devices 

first, followed by devices normally used in closed systems. 

Ue i r s 

The weir is one of the simplest and most accurate means 

of measuring the flow of water when conditions are favor- 

able, It may be broadly defined as an overpour obstruction 
or a bulkhead and usually contains a notch or depression 

that the water flows through. The edge or surface over 

which the water flows is called the 
"crest's f the weir. 

The overflowing sheet of water is called the "nappe" and the 
depth of water producing discharge is the "head.'1 A weir 
with a sharp upstream corner or edge formed so that the 



water springs clear of the crest Is called a sharp-crested 

weir. The types generally used in Irrigation practice are 

all considered to be sharp-crested and Include the 9Odegree 

V-notch, contracted rectangular, suppressed rectangular, and 

Cipolletti weir, Various other broad-crested and round- 

crested weir designs are sometimes used. 

The 90-degree V-notch weir is contracted with the sides 

of the notch inclined L degrees to the vertical. A con- 

tracted weir is one having the edges of its notch far enough 

from the sides of the approach channel In order that the 

water approaches the notch from every angle. This condition 

causes the stream coming through the notch to contract and 

have less cross-sectional area. Because the Vnotch weir 

has no crest length the head required for a given flow is 

greater than that required with other weir types. However, 

this makes It very adaptable to measuring small f1ms where 
the nappe would not foin properly over a longer crest. Its 

range is considered not to exceed four cubic feet per second. 

There are several well-known formulas used to compute the 

dIscharge over a 90-degree V-notch weir; the most cormiionly 

used in the irrigation field are the Cone formula and the 

Thompson formula. Cone's formula gives slightly larger 

values of Q than the Thompson formula for values of H less 

than 0.35. The relation Is reversed when higher values of 

H are used. The formulas aro shown below. 
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Q 2.9 H2J46 by Cone 

Q 2.5L H25 by Thompson 

Q. discharge over weir in cubic feet per second 

H head on the weir in feet 

This typo weir Is easily constructed for use In small 

ditches. Ordinarily a V-notch weir is not affected by 

velocity of approach if installed with complete contraction. 
If care is taken measuring errors may be only + two per cent 

of actual flow. (l,p.1lE3) 

The contracted rectangular weir receives its name from 

t'ne shape of its notch. It is one of the earliest forms used 

and from it all other forms have been developed. Because of 

its simplicity, easy construction, and accuracy when prop- 

erly used, It Is stili the most popular weir. Ìany formulas 

expressing discharge for this weir have been proposed, but 

the J. 13. Francis, Harnllton-.Smith, arid V. M. Cone formulas 

seem to have gained favor in western irrigation practice. 
The weir formula to be used in computing flow over a gIven 

installation must be chosen with care. The experiments, 

upon which the formula Is based, must cover the range of 

head, discharge, crest length, and channel condition which 

affect the weir being considered. 

A contracted trapezoidal weir having the sides of Its 
notch sloping one horizontal to Cour vertical is named for 



Cesare Cipolleti, an Italian enineor who Invented it. This 

weir gains its popularity from the belief that the sides 

slope just sufficiently to correct for the side contractions 

of the nappe and that the flow is, therefore, proportional 

to the length of weir crest as with the suppressed weir. 

The Cipolletti. formula, Q 3.367 LH3/2, is equivalent to 

the J. B. Francis forrula for suppressed rectangular weirs 

with its coefficient increased about one per cent. If the 

installatIon is small and approach velocity is corrected 

for, the Cipolletti weir and formula may yield errors of 

measurement not exceeding + two per cent. (l,p.2141) There 

is quite wide use of this weir in irrigation practice, but 

authorities disagree as to whether it possesses enough ad- 

vantages to recoimnend Its use over other contracted weirs. 

The following general rules should be observed In the 

construction, Installation, and use of contracted weirs. 

They are especially important for accurate measurements. 

1. A weir should be set at right angles to the 

direction of flow in a channel that is straight 

for a distance upstream of at least ten times 

the length of the weir crest. 

2. The upstream ditch should be sufficiently large 

to allow the water to approach smoothly without 

turbulence and with a minimum velocity. 

3. To et complete contraction the height of crest 



above the bottom of the ditch upstream should 

equal or exceed twice the maximum head to be 

measured. The distance from the side of the 

weir notch to the side of the ditch should also 

be at least twice the maximum head. 

h. The weir crest must be straight and level with 

the upstream face of the weir vertical and smooth. 

The crest and sides of the notch should not ex- 

ceed one-quarter inch in thickness, with a sharp 

right angle upstream edge. To avoid submergence 

the crest must be placed higher than the maximum 

downstream water surface. 
. The length of the weir crest must be measured ac- 

curately and the head on the crest must be 

measured far onoiih upstream so it will not be 

affected by the downward curve of the water surface 

at the nappe Por greater accuracy in measuring 

the head a hook gage and stilling wefl are recom- 

mended. 

6. The length of the weir crest should be such that 

the minimum head to be measured will riot be less 

than two inches. The maximum head should not 

exceed one-third the crest length. Few experi- 

menters have investigated flow at heads higher 

than two feet, therefore it would be advantageous 



to keep heads within this range. (Ô,pp.17-21) 

(16,p.95) 

When the crest length of a weir is extended so as to 

make the sides of bue notch coincide with the side walls of 

the ditch or channel, it is said to have suppressed end con- 

tractions. The general rules for accurate measurements over 

contracted Weirs mentioned above are vai Id, when applicable, 

for suppressed sharp-edged weirs also. In addition means of 

ventilating the under-side of the nappe must be provided to 

prevent lowered air pressure there and reduced effective 

head on the weir. The approach channel must be rectangular 

in cross-section for a distance 10 to 20 times the weir crest 

length. The flow aproaching the weir must be steady and 

even with no sharp variations in direction or magnitude of 

the velocities. 

Of the many formulas proposed for determining flow over 

suppressed weirs only a few are well known or commonly used. 

The continued popularity of the J. 13. Francis weir formulas 

indicates their convenience and applicability to many weir 

measurement conditions. The Francis formula for rectangular 

suppressed weirs is the following: 

Q 3.33 LH31 

When the velocity of approach becomes large, its velocity 

head is included in the total head on the weir. 



- 3.33 L + hv)31'2 - h3/2] 

L - Length of weir crest in feet 

H Total energy head in feet 

h easured head in feet 

hva Velocity of approach head in feet 

In general this foruula gives lo results except for 
high weirs and low velocities of approach. It is approxi- 

mately correct for weirs over l. foot high and for heads 

greater than 0.3 feet but not exceeding one-third the crest 
height. During his experiments Francis was led to believe 

that the vertical contraction on a wejr is constant at all 
heads. His coefficient is an average value over the range 

of his experiments and deviates by three per cent from ex- 

treme experimental values. Within the range and conditions 

of his work, the formula should give values with error ap- 

proaching a minimum of + three per cent. (l9,pp.l57-l9) 

In 1886 H. I3azin proposed a formula for rectangular 

suppressed weirs which has been favored by many irrigation 

districts. His experiments were dorio very carefully over a 

considerable range of heads and crest heights. However, the 

results of his formula are consistently higher than those of 

others in his field. The reasons for this discrepancy may 

be that the work of Bazin was done largely on weirs having 

low crests and narrow approach channels. He also measured 
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the head on his woirs ai; a poiit relatIvely far (16.14. feet) 

upstream from the weir. The Bazin coefficient then in- 

cJudes: 

1. The effect of surface curve contraction; 

2. The effect crest contraction and its modifica- 

tion by both velocity of approach and by any 

suppression; 

3. The effect of velocity of approach itself; 

11.. The effect of distribution of velocitics in the 

approach channel; 

. Loss of head from friction and eddies. 
It might be said that his investigations were of weirs 

not under standard ideal conditions as set forth previously 
in the contracted weir discussion, (114,pp.14.3-1) Since any 

departure from standard in the weir operating conditions 
most generally increases the flow, his formula is most sp- 
plicable for conditions where welr flow is large and 

approaches a maximum for a given head. In irrigation 

practice weirs usually are not installed, and can never be 

maintained for long, under the ideal conditions achieved in 
hydraulic laboratories, The formulas by Rehbock, Swiss 

Society of Architects and Engineers, F'teley and Stearns give 

lower discharge values and are based on data gathered when 

more precautions were taken to achieve minimum flow at 
"ideal't conditions. (l,pp.235237) 



Although sharp-cre$ted wEirS re esy to construct and 

convenient to uso, they are not always suitable. They re- 
quire considerable head loss and cannot be considered accu- 
rate when submerged because accurate experimental data for 
determining discharge is lacking. Jeirs cannot be used for 
measuring water carryin.; sand, silt, and debris because 
material will collect ifl front of the crest affecti.n the 

accuracy and large objects will damage the crest in passing 

over. Weirs arc sensitive to flow conditions upstream thus 

requiring a long approach channel and making them unsuitable 
for measuring at turnouts. (6,p.29) (1,pp.2)41-2)42) 

A device used to facilitate measurement of flow over 

sharp-crested, suppressed weirs should be mentioned here. 
The Clausen Weir Rule, a patented instrument, consists of a 

graduated extensible rod equipped with a piezometer on the 

back. Measurements are made with the rod hold vertically on 

the crest of the weir. A graduated scalo on the front side 

of the rod is designed and calibrated to indicate the quan- 

tity flowing per unit length of crest. The flowini water 

that strikes the rod surges up higher than the surrounding 

water level and this height of surge on the scale indicates 

the rate of flow. The rule thus measures the affect of both 

static head and approac velocity head on the weir discharge. 

By using the piezometer attachment, two different surge 
scales, and an extension adjustment on the rod, flow over 



submerged weirs can be neasured. The action is based on the 

theory that flow over a submersed weir equals the sum of the 

flow over a free-flowing weir and flow through a submerged 

orifice, each rneaured under a head equal to the drop in 
water level through the structure. The orifice is assumed 

to occupy the area from weir crest to downstream water level 
and the weir to occupy the area between water levels. ee- 
urements can be made by untrained individuals of flow over 

inexpensivo submerged weirs and over checks, drops, and 

diversion structures not built according to "classic" weir 
specifications. 

To be able to measure with required accuracy over a 

submersed weir is a great advantage for the irriaation 
engineer. The submored weir offers lower head loss, lesa 
obstruction to collect debris from the water, and reduced 

downstream turbulence tending to cause channel erosion, The 

manufacturers of the Clausen Weir Rulo, located at Phoenix, 

Arizona, claim the device measures with an error not exceod- 

ing + three per cent. At this writing, its purchase price 
is fifty dollars at Phoenix, (,pp.2-l) 

Broad-crested woirs may be considerably submerged with- 

out a chango in discharge conditions. The resulting small 

head loss is desirable, but in spite of many experiments, no 

woir shape has been found that will 4ve a constant coof 

ficient of discharge with varying heads. (l,p.2L2) This 
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difficulty has prevented the broad-crested weir from being 

accepted as an accurate measuring device unless each is pre- 

viously calibrated. These weirs are not in general use, 

however one was observed in the main canai of the Consoli- 

dated Irrigation District of Selma, California. (See Fig. 

5, page 12) It is installed whore the canal is wide and has 

little slope. It is being calibrated by the district engi- 

neer, Iir. I. H. Teilman, from current meter stream gaging 

data. This is common practice for rating large weirs when 

lt is doubtful that standard weir formulas are valid for the 

conditions of operation. 

A sharp-crested woir of unusual design is in uso at the 

Turloek Irrigation District, In channels having high ap- 

proach velocities the weir la built not uniformly perpen- 

dicular to the direction of flow, but trapezoidal in shape 

as seen in a plan view of the channel. (See Fig. 22, page 

35) The object of this arrangement is to increase the crest 

length of the weir and thus minimize the effect of velocity 

of approach. This type weir must be specially calibrated as 
the water will not necessarily flow normai to the crest at 

all points. 

Submerged Orifices 

An orifice is generally defined as a regular-shaped 

opening in a relatively thin wall. In open-channel irriga- 



tion practice they are rectangular or circular and placed In 

a thin vertical wall. Submerged orifices are those dis- 

charging under water; that is, the downstream water surface 

is above the top of the orifice. Free-flowing or non-sub- 

merged orifices aro not used for irrigation measurements 

because of the additional head required. Free-flowing and 

submerged orifices may be either contracted or suppressed. 

A contracted orifice is one having its edges sharp enough 

and far enough from the sides of the approach channel so 

that filaments of water are fully deflected to the center 

when passing through the opening. The contractions may be 

suppressed when the channel walls are too near the orifico, 

the upstream edge is not sharp and smooth, or the vertical 

wall containing the orifice is too thick. 

In general, submerged orifices with fixed dimensions 

are used in smaller ditches where available head is maul- 

ficient for woirs and a more expensive device Is not justi- 

fied. They are usually rectangular with horizontal dimen- 

sions from two to six times the height and are designed so 

contractions are fully developed. The fully contracted 

orifice Is favored from the standpoint of accuracy because 

its coefficient is relatively constant and has boon care- 

fully determined by various experimenters. The standard 

formula for discharge through a submerged orifice with ve- 

locity of approach Is given below. 



Q CA2g(H + h) 

inì which 

6]. 

Q Discharge in cubic feet per second 

C Dimensionless coefficient 

A Area of orifice in square feet 

g Acceleration due to gravity (32.2 feet/second2) 

H Measured head on the orifice in feet--eqai to 

the difference in water surface elevations on 

the upstream and downstream sides of the orifico 

wall 

h Head due to approach velocity in feet 

The value of C for a rectsnular, fully contracted orifice 

remains close to 0,61. When contraction is not complete C 

may vary from 0.60 to 1.00. (6,pp.óóó7) 

If properly constructed the submerged orifice can be a 

measuring device with error not exceeding + two per cent, 

requiring little head loss and a small cost to build and 

maintain. However, for best results the rate of flow should 

not vary greatly in the channel or the differential head 

will et too large or so small that measuring it becomes 

difficult, Contracted orifices are troubled from the de 

bris, sand, and silt which tends to collect on the upstream 

side of the orifice wall. Such accumulations change the 

contraction conditions and prevent accurate measurement. 

(ó,pp.28-3L) 
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Several kinds of adu'tab1e subricrged orifices have 

bocn developed. Some reemb1e or11ce with fixed d1men81ors 

except that their height is adju3table to acconimodate a 

larger range of flow without excessive head 1os. Those 

operate much the same as fIxed-dimension orifices. If the 

channel is large enough to insure ooiçlete contraction for 

the maximum openings and the aproacI velocity Is not ap 

preciable, the coefficient shoild renain approximately con- 

starit. These orifice structures aro commonly assembled of 

wood or conretc with slide gates that may be held open at 

any desired position. 

Being convenient and inexpenSIve they have been used 

extensively as a combination turnout hoadgato and measuring 

device. Submerged orifice headgates used In this manner are 

not accurate measuring devIces. To keep the required head 

low these orifices are constructed fairly large. Channel 

velocity of approach then has an appreciable effect on the 

discharge and because lt varies independently of head or 

gate opening, a corroction is impractIcal. Also changes In 

the settín. of the gate can change conditions of contraction 

and thus the coefficient. For medium gate openings contrae- 

tiofl are maximum, coefficient is a minimum and head loss is 

moderate. For large gate openings the decreased contrac- 

tions and relatively higher approach velocities increase the 

coefficient while head loss is negligible. Measurements 
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with these submerged orifice turnouts can easily be 10 por 

cent in error. (6,pp.3t.-39) 

An outstanding attempt to overcome some of these diffi- 

culties has been the calibration of commercial gates for 

Irrigation. The first Imown experimental work of this kind 

was done by the Modesto Irrigation District in 1927. Re- 

cognizing that the circular cast-iron turnout Latos might be 

used for measuring deliveries to small latials and farm 

ditches, this district conducted tests to determine, for 

different gate openings, the over-all loss of head through 

the gates and the attached short length of pipe extending 

through the ditch bank. As expected, a consistent relation 

exists between the gate opening, the total head loss, and 

the rate of discharge. From tests conducted on gates rang- 

ing from 12 to 36 inches in diameter, curves and tables were 

prepared giving the flow in cubic feet per second for dif- 

ferent gate openings and different amounts of head loss. 

Fresno Irrigation District found that, for its condi- 

tions, the arrangement used by the .iodesto district was not 

entirely suitable, principally because their situation re- 

quired varying lengths of pipe. The Fresno district decided 

to calibrate a gate, Type 10]. produced by the California 

Corrugated Culvert Company, for loss of head through the 

gate only thus making its use independent of the length of 

pipe attached. The results were published in 1928 as a 
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report (Bibliography Reference 11) containing both raphs 

and tables for flow through gates from eight to 214 inches in 

diameter, The standard turnout installation using gate Type 

101 is now generally known as "The Calco Metergate." (6, 

p).39-)41) 

This installation possesses the advantages of simplic- 

ity, adaptability, economy, and reasonable accuracy. (See 

Fig. 26, page 14.0) It is believed that this device for 

measurement will result in errors not exceeding + five per 

cent if it is applied within the limits and under the con- 

ditions of calibration. Since the coefficient of discharge 

varies considerably the calibration curves should be fol- 

lowed rather than to compute discharge from a head-area re- 

lationship. The range of accurate measurement is not large 

with the Calco Metergate, therefore wide fluctuations in 

flow are not easily measured and caro must be used in choos- 

Ing the gate size which best suits a given situation. The 

water level in the feeder canal should be kept nearly con- 

stant during the time of water delivery otherwise the flow 

rate will vary somewhat. (U,pp.2-10) See Figure 27, page 

6, for a plan and section of the Metergate as installed by 

Fresno Irrigation District. 
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SECTION A-A 

Fig. 27. Plan and longitudinal section of Calco 
Metergate as developed by the Fresno Irrigation 
District. 

Measuring well 

A 

SECTION A-A 

Fig. 28. Plan and longitudinal section of the 
Consolidated Irrigation District Venturi meter. 



Stream Gaging by Current eter 

Where the quantity of water to be measured is large and 

the available fail is low, the use of stream velocity meas- 

urement by current meter is advisable. If the quantity of 

water is small and very heavily laden with silt the current 

meter may still be most feasible. It is recognized that the 

availability of funds for operation may have a strong influ- 

irme on the choice of measuring device when a large flow is 
involved, 

The essential features of all current meters are an 

impeller capable of rotation when suspended In water and a 

device for determining the number of revolutions of the 

wheel. Before being used, a current meter is rated by mov- 

ing it through still water at various velocities to deter- 

mine the relation between the speed of the impeller's rota- 
tion and the velocity of the water. 

Of the several types available, the most conimon in 

California are the ?rice meter and the Hoff meter. The 

Price current meter has an impeller which consists of six 

conical-shaped cups mounted on a vertical axis. When the 

meter is immersed in moving water, the impeller revolves and 

the time for a given number of revolutions is determined by 

the operator using a stop-watch. Every revolution or every 

fifth revolution is indicated by a commutator on the Impel- 

ler shaft breaking and completing an electrical circuit. 
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Lach break produces a click or bu2z In the earphones worn by 

the operator, The Hoff ¡eter contains a four..bladed rubber 

impeller mounted ori a horizontal axis and uses a system sim- 

ilar to t-ie one just described for indicat1n the impeller 

speed. The main advantages claimed for the Hoff, propeller- 

type, meter arc that it is less affected by eddies and verti- 

ca]. currents through the water, that it is less likely to be 

fouled by floatina weeds, and can he used more reliably 

under extremes of hi:h and low velocity. The Price meter is 

more robust and under ordinary conditions the two meters are 

generally considered to be equally good. (l,pp.89-98) 

Current meter measurements in canals and irrigation 

ditches are generally made at sorno permanent section. At 

this point a bridge, (Fig. , pase 12) cahieway, (Fig. 13, 

page 23) or boat is made available for access to the stream. 

In shallow water measurements can be made by wading. The 

channel at the measuring section should be straiht with a 

fairly regular cross-section. The banks and bed should be 

firm with no erosion or silting tendency and the water 

should flow smoothly with no turbulence or pondin and pref- 

erably at a velocity of from one to four feet per second. 

These devices are constructed so precisely that velocity 

measurement can be made at any point with an error of less 

than one per cent. (l6,p.L.55) 

However, the velocity of a flowin stream varies widely 
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over the tota:i. cos-sotion of flow. In order to evaluate 

the averac Velocity, several naeaauring pointe must be laid 

off at right angles to the direction of flow. These are 

generally spaced an equal distance apare, not more than the 

mean depth of the channel nor more than 10 per cent of itS 

width, making a total of not less than 10. On large streams 

a minimum of 20 points are ordinarily used. For convenience 

they may be marked peranently on a bridge or cable across 

the channel at the measuring section. 

The depth and mean velocity of the stream ifl the ver- 

tical is deternined at each measuring point. The depth may 

be measured at each point by lowering the current meter to 

the bottom and noting the length of suspension cable or rod 

immersed. When measurements are made in a channel of regu 

lar or imown cross-section the depth can be computed from a 

water surface gage reading. 

Four methods are in general use for determining the 

mean velocity in a vertical with a current ireter. They are 

the multiple-point, two..point, single-point, and vertical 

integration methods. The multiple-point method is the most 

accurato and is used to check the accuracy of other methods. 

At each measuring point the velocity is determined at 

several closely spaced points in a vertical line freni the 

bottom of the channel to the water surface. If these are 

equally spaced, the mean velocity in the vertical approxi- 



mates the average of the measured velocities. This mothod is 

seldom used in irriatioii practice because of the timo i- 

qu ired. 

In the two point method the velocity is determined at 

the two points in the vertical whose average value will ap- 

proximate the mean for that vertical. The average of the 

velocities at 0.2 and 0.8 of the depth aproximates the mean 

velocity under ordinary conditions. This method is used ex- 

tensively by the 1J. S. Geological Survey. For the single 

point method the velocity is deteimined at a point where it 

approximates the mean. This generally occurs between 0. 

and 0.7 of the depth measured from the surface; ordinarily 

the velocity at the 0.6 depth is ustd. This method is 

usually employed where the depth is insufficient for the 

two-point method. It can be performed quickly, but the 

results are often slightly high. 

With the integration method the current meter is moved 

slowly and uniformly from the water surface to the channel 

bottom. The total number of revolutions during descent and 

the total elapsed time is noted. The average revolutions 

per second may be computed and a corresponding velocity 

obtained which is assumed to be the true mean for the verti- 

cal at that measuring point. The meter run may also be made 

from bottom to top of the water or made continuously from 

top to bottom and back to the top. If the rate of movement 
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if kept uniform, the meter will be exposed to the various 

velocities for equal timo periods and the average rate of 

revolving should closely correspond to the average velocity. 

The method is probably equal in accuracy to the last two 

methods mentioned, but it requires a skillful operator. 

For each of these methods the mean velocity for each 

vertical is assumed to be effectIve over a width extending 

one-half way to the next measuring point on each side. The 

products of the mean velocity and area of each vertical strip 

are added together to give the total quantity flowing. (19, 

pp.308-313) The degree of accuracy obtainable with a cur- 

rent meter depends upon the skill of the operator and upon 

the flow conditions of the stream. 

i!ublished information on the relation between discharge 

measured under normal field conditIons by curient meter and 

also simultaneously by carefully calibrated weirs or sluices 

Is meager. (25,pp.Ot-85) The normal accuracy obtainable 

with a current meter seems to range from + one and one-half 

or two per cent to + five per cent of the actual flow. In 

l9ti. two groups of engineering students in the military 

service studying at Oregon State College gaged the flow of 

the Vi11amette River by current meter. The site chosen was 

near Corvallis at a point where the River is about 800 feet 

wide. The two inexperienced groups wore competing for the 

most accurate results. At the same time a trained team of 
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LT. S. Geological Survey hydrographers gaged the River's flow 

lo miles downstream at Albany. After adjustments necessary 

duo to the distance between measuring sites were made, the 

results of the three groups wore compared. The two student 

groups under Dr. Charles A. Mockmore had determined rates of 

flow varying from the measuring results of the U. S. Geo- 

loîcal survey team by only plus one and one-half per cent 

and minus three and one-half per cent, This example indi- 

cates the order of measuring accuracy that can be expected 

under ordinary conditions. 

Current meter gagings are subject to error from wind 

effects, vertical movement of the water or the meter, and 

from random currents when the meter is held too close to 

under-water ob*tructions. Readings can be erroneous if not 

taken for a sufficient length of timo. Each velocity de- 

termination should be taken over at least a ono-minute pe- 

riod to insure a correct valuo. The current meter itself 

will deviate from its original rating curve relationship if 

damaged or when enough normal wear takes place. Current 

meters should be re-rated if any change in their mechanical 

condition is suspected. (l,pp.218-219) 

Use of current meter measurements in irrigation prac- 
tice is usually restricted to specific needs, such as gath- 

ering data for calibrating a weir, measuring flume, or other 

device. Except for occasional checking of intake flow In 
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the main canal, continuous use of stream gaging for routine 

measurements s too expensive in labor costs. 

Measuring Flume s 

In canals and in most rivers there are sections of the 

8tream where a definite relationship exists between the dis- 

charge and the water surface level. This fact is well 

demonstrated with the Chezy formula for conditions of uni- 

form flow given below. 

V cJ or Q. AC/ 

In this formula, 

V Velocity (feet per second) 

Q Quantity (cubic feet per second) 

C Constant including effect of friction 

R Hydraulic radius (feet) 

S Slope of water surface 

A Area of stream cross-section (square feet) 

The value of C and S aro constant for ;iven channel condi- 

tions, but values of A and R vary directly with the water 

level. Thus f the water level is not affected by backwater 

from downstream, and the slope and crosssection of the 

channel remain fairly constant, the relationship between 

stage and discharge should remain consistent, 
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This relationship is oidi.ari1y de eriuined by making a 

number of cuxeni iiotr tieasurements at different ¿sage 

heights, The flow is plotted aainst the corresponding 

stage; and a smooth curve, called a rating curve, is drawn 

throu&Ii the poirlt3. From it the flow for any inormediae 

gage height may be determined. rftj point on the srean then 

becomes a ratinL; station and a water-level rccorder may be 

installed to get a COfltiflUOUs record of the flow. Cuxrent 

meter raeasurements need be nade only as required to deter- 

mine the changes in channel condiiona. (22,pp.1OO-1Ot) 

Iii iost 1rr1atiori districts aimed section of 

straight canal is built with unvarying siope nd cross- 

section for use as a rating flume. Such a channel can thus 

be designed for greater accuracy and the stage-d1schare 

curve will be more reliable with no weed growth or erosion 

to change the flow coxitions. Whenever possible a rating 

station or flume should be located above a control so the 

relation between stage and flow will not be affected by 

backwater. On natural streams the control nay consist of a 

rocky or tight portion of the channel whore the cross- 

section does iiot change arid the slope is sufficient to pre- 

vent downstream water from backing up. On a canal a drop 

structure having a permanent crest makes a good control. 

(ó,p.76) 

Use of a rated setion for measurement in irrigation is 
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common especially in the main canal before any distribution 
takes place, if the rating section is well placed and the 

water level does not vary widely or rapidly the measuring 

error cari be held down to + three per cent. (l,p.230) 

In recent years there have been attempts made to build 

an artificial control section with a shape simple enough so 

tiìe head-disehargo relationship can be expressed by a ra- 

tioxial mathematical formula. This would eliminate the need 

Cor caiibratin and recheckinr the section, but retain the 

undisturbed stream flow and the independence from ideal flow 

conditions as with the ordinary rating flume. The control 

section is designed to create flow at critical depth within 

the structure, The flow can then be rated against the depth 

of water at a singlo point in the structure. In order to 

form a hydraulic jump and induce flow at critical depth, a 

contracted throat section and a bottom with a precise shape 

must be evolved, (l,p.2L8) 

A flume having a control section of this type was de- 

veloped by Ralph L. Parshali and is widely known and 

accepted for measuring open-channel flow. It consiste of a 

converging upstream portion, a short throat section with a 

downward sloping bottom, and a divergIng downstream section 

having an upward sloping bottom. All sections being shaped 

from plane surfaces. The proportions of a flume of a given 

capacity are governed by empirical rules. There are three 
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croups of flurie sizes and their corresponding proportions. 

One croup consists of the three, six, and nine-inch throat 

widths; another includes the one, two, three, four, five, 

SiX seven, and eight-foot throat sizes; and the third group 

comprises the large sizes of ten, twelve, fifteen, twenty, 

twenty-five, thirty, forty, and fifty-foot throat widths. 

These flumes range in capacity from 0.03 to 3000 cubic feet 

per second. (22,p.35) 

The formula expressing the discharge varies with the 

size of the flume, but takes the general form shown below 

when the flow is free and unsubmerged. 

when 

Q Quantity flowing (cubic feet per second) 

C Coefficient varying with flume size 

H Head measured at the upstream gage (feet) 

K Exponent of the head H 

?hen tlie downstreaxi water level approaches the eleva- 

tian of the upstream water level, the hydraulic jump breaks 

down and the usual discharge relationship is destroyed. 

This occurs for the smaller flume sizes when the downstream 

level reaches 0.6 of the upstreaxi. level. For the large 

sizes this ratio may roach 0.3 before the jump is submerged. 

Flow may still be measured, but the head downstream from the 
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throat must be measured In addition to the one upsreani and 

the device then oeratos on ari entire1î different principle. 

(22,pp.35-Jl) 

The successful operation of the Parshall measurinC 

flume depends 1argly upon the correct selection of sIze arid 

the proper setting of the flume. The probable naximurn and 

minimum flow to be measured is estimated and the maximum 

allowable loss IS determined. The latter will depend upon 

the grade of the ditch and upon the freeboard available 

where the flume is to be installed. Then possible the S1ZC 

and crest elevatIon should be such that free flow will al- 

ways result. Generally, for economy, the smallest flume 

that will sabisfy the conditions is selected. 

Measurements with the Parshall flume are ordinarily not 

in error over + five per cent of the actual quantity flow- 

Ing. They can be built to measure a wide range of flows and 

their plane surfaces make construction fairly easy. They 

operate with a head loss of much less than that required for 

weirs; and even when submerged accuracy is fair If heads are 
determined both upstream and downstream. Because the veloc- 

It7 through the structure is ordinarily greater than that in 

the channel, silt will not deposit Ifl the structure where it 
would affect the accuracy. Ordinary velöcitic of approach, 

a serious factor in operation of weirs, has little or no 

affect on this flume, A Parshall flume beIng used at the 
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Fresno Irrigation district is shown in Fis. 10, pase 17. 

Like most other water moasurin devices, the i'arshail 
uiwue has certain 1mitations. It cannot be combined read- 

uy with a turnout. It is more exnsive and more difficult 
to build than a weir or submercd orifico. For free-flow 
conditIons the exit velocity is relatively high, and channel 

protectIon domtream from the flume is cnerally necessary 

to prevent erosion. (6,pp.L57) 

nate-of-Flow Meters 

The remainder of this chapter is directed to consider- 
ing devices primarily useful for measuring flow under pres- 

sure in closed conduits. Rate-of-flow meters are a family 

of devices which employ a common hydraulic principle for 

measuring flow in pipes. The prineiple as expressed by 

Danial Bernoulli in 1738 states: ttAt every etiOfl of a 

continuous and steady stream of frictionless fluid, the 

total energy head is constant; the sum of the velocity-head, 
pressure-head, and elevation-head is constant along any 

stream line." This theorem, modified to include the effect 

of friction, Is often stated as "the energy head at any 

section of a flowing stream equals the sum of the energy 

head at any downstream section and the intervening losses." 

This Bernoulli principle is applied in measuring flow 

by forcing the fluid to pass through a narrow throat or con- 
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striction. As it does, the velocity increases and the pres- 

sure decreases, The expression for quantity flowing through 

a constriction is derived from two facts. The energy head 

plus intervening losses is equal at both the normal and con- 

stricted section; and the velocities at each section are in- 

versely proportional to their areas. The final equation can 

have various forms but the following general form is typical 

of all rate-of-flow meters. 

QCM/ 

Q. Quantity flowing 

C Constant expressing head loss in the meter 

M Constant based on meter dimensions and character- 

istics 
h = Pressure head differential between the two sections 

Venturi Meter 

The most efficient of the rate-of-flow meters is the 

Venturi motor invented by Clemens Herschel in 1869. It is 
extremely simple in form and detail, consisting of two coni- 

cal sections, one converging and one diverging, connected by 

a short cylindrical throat section. These parts are placed 

in a section of pipe line where flow is to be metered. (19, 

pp.2L.3-2t4.ó) Manometers are placed at the regular pipe section 

upstream of the throat and at the throat section itself in 
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order to register the pressure-head at these points. (See 

Fig. 29, page 80) The equation for flow through a Venturi 

meter derived from the two relationships previously mentioned 

is usually written In the following convenient form. 

CA2 CA1/ 

in which 

Q. Quantity flowing (cubic feet per second) 

C - Constant of meter head-loss 

A1- Area of upstream pipe section (feet2) 

A2 Area of throat section (feet2) 

g Acceleration of gravity (feet per second2) 
h - Pressure-head differential at the two sections 

R 
D] Pipe Diameter 
D2 Throat Diameter 

:i. r 

Although the Venturi meter is used extensively for 

measuring flow in pipe lines of many types it has been used 

to only a limited extent for irrigation water. Those manu- 

facturad for generai use have been considered too expensive 

and not properly proportioned for conditions encountered in 

irrigation. Their conical portions are too long to be used 

conveniently and the pipe diameter to throat diameter ratios 

have been too high and caused too large a head loss. (ó,pp. 

80-83) 



Fig. 29. Diagram of a Venturi meter. 

Fig. 30. Diagram of a flow-nozzle. 

Fig. 31. Diagram of an orifice meter. 
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In 19LJ. tests were conducted by Rex A. 1ider ii the 

Hydraulics Laboratory at Oregon State College to determine 

the hydraulic characteristics of imp1ified Venturi meters. 

Four of these neters were designed and built by Dr. J. C. 

Stevens of Portland using standard pipe reducers for the 

converging and diverging sections. seducers of both cast 

iron and welded steel were used. Ari annular ring attached 

to a glass tube was placed between the joints at the throat 

section and at the normal pipe section for making differen- 
tial pressure readings. 

Results of the tests show the coefficient of these 

meters is about 0.97, slightly lower than that of presently 
manufactured Venturi iíieters. The lost head in met,ers as- 

sembled from cast iron reducers should be about equal to 

that of present standard meters, while that of a steel meter 

should be about one and onehalf times as large. The error 

in measurement, depending somewhat on the type of differen- 
tial head measuring device used, should not exceed + 1.75 

per cent, as compared with + one per cent as guaranteed for 
present standard Venturi meters. Tests were run to deter- 

mine the effect inserting a standard gate valve in the 

throat would have upon the Ineterts hydraulio characteristics. 

The coefficient was lower in this case, but remained nearly 

constant for all gate positions. Accuracy remained at about 

* three por cent. With the valve fully open the head loss 
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was two to thrie times that of a standard Venturi ieter. 

(O,pp.3)4-441) 

A simplified Venturi meter assembled fron standard pipe 

reducers has nany advantages. Its cost is much 1es and the 

parts are readilr available. A sirip1ified melor can be re- 

moved, disassembled, arid cloaned cpite easily and therefore, 

oyez, a period of years, its accuracy may be as good, if not 

better, than that of a commercial Venturi motor. It also 

has a much shorter length causing less head loss and allow- 

ing easier installation. By placing a gato valve in the 

throat of the meter it is possible to have the rate control 

at th.e place whero the flow record is obtained. This also 

allows the control valve to be smaller and less expensive. 

When extreme accuracy is not necessary a loss expensive 

Venturi meter of this type should provide more practical and 

economical service. 
The recent development of closed-type distribution 

systems for irri'ation water has Increased the aiplicati.on 

of Venturi meters in irrigation practice. Such systems are 

constructed with high pressure ccncrete pipe and have a 

hlher initial cost than the ordinary open-channel type, but 

are less costly to maintain, have lower seepage and evapora- 

tion loss, and remove no land from cultivation as the whole 

system is placed underground. Closed-type distribution 

sysboms have been designed and constructed mainly by the 
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1J. S. Bureau of Reclamation under its program of encouraging 

more efficient use of irrigation water in the West. 

Its designs usually incorporate a Venturi nieer con- 

structed from a steel shell with gunite mortar lining inside 

and out. The meter is placed at the head of laterals after 
branching from the main hue. !hile employed in 19S0 at 

Fresno in the Distribution Systerti Design Division of the 

U. S. Bureau of heclamation, this writer dealt witi a Ven- 

turi motor designed with urisymmetri.cal proportions planned 

for use in the Ivanhoe arid Lind.more Irrigation Districts. 

The inside angle of convergence, coming into the throat, was 

10-1/2 degrees and the angle of divergence downstream of the 

throat was '-1/2 degrees. These angles being measured from 

the direction of the longitudinal axis are for one wall 

only. The throat inside diameter and length nere equal and 

nearly one-half the inside diameter of the connecting up- 

stream pipe. The throat pressure as transmitted through a 

hollow brass plezometer ring placed flush with the throat 

surface and having four three-eighth-inch diameter holes 

spaced equally around the throat circumference. The pres- 

sure impulse was transmitted through three-f ourthinch brass 

pipe to a registering and recording device. The pressure 

impulse from the normai pipe section upstream of the throat 

was transmitted to the registering and recording device in a 

similar manner. 
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In 1929 and 1930 a modified type of Venturi meter for 

measuring irrigation water was developed by Mr. I. H. Teil- 

man, Chief ngineer, of the Consolidated Irrigation District. 

These meters are used principally for measuring deliveries 

from the lar[er canals to smaller laterals and private 

ditches. As developed by the district, they consist of 

three sections of precast pipe reinforced witt one-quarter- 

inch bars to fori the tube and a vertIcal well for measur- 

in the pressure-head. (See Fig. 28, page 6) Beginning at 

the upstrea1ï end, the parts are (1) a short entrance seo- 

tion of uniform diameter containing a piezometer rina and 

pressure connection for measuring entrance pressure; (2) the 

combined entrance cone and the throat sections with the 

throat piezorneter ring and pressure connection; and (3) the 

exit cone of gradual taper providing a return to the origi- 

nal diameter. Piezometer rings at both entrance and throat 

consist of one-half-inch or three-quarterinch iron pipos 

embedded in the wall of the section with four or five 

equally spaced threeei1ithinch holes drilled through from 

the inside of the tube, The district has found that it can 

manufacture these tubos for approximately eight dollars more 

than the cost of a similar length of concrete pipe. 

Since those tubes vary somewhat fro the shape of 

standard Venturi tubes the coefficients wore determined 

from field tests and from tests on a one-half scale model at 
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the University of California College of Agriculture at 

Davis. The coefficients wore found to be near 0.96 for the 

16, 20, and 2L.-inch sizes and near 0.97 for the 30 and 142- 

inch sizes. They remain constant for throat velocities 

above three feet per sôcond, but for lower velocities the 

coefficient drops rapidly. In order to use a constant co- 

efficient the discharge formula was modified and written as 

shown below. 

when 

Q, cM/ii 0.006 

Q, Quantity flowing 

C Constant expressing head loss in the meter and 

equal to 0.9514 

M Constant based on meter dimensions and character- 
Ist io s 

h Pressure head differential between the two sections 

These Venturi meters are desirable as irrigation meas- 

uring devices for many reasons. Head loss is u8ually less 

than 20 per cent of the measured head and the measuring 

error Is normally within one and one-half per cent of the 

actual rate of flow. (7,pp.187-188) They are well adapted 

for measuring flow up to 50 cubic feet per second, either in 
open channels or in pipe lines, and especially for measuring 
deliveries to small laterals and private ditches, since they 

can be combined with turnout structures at little additional 



cost. They are durable with no moving parts, making main- 

tenance no problem. They are convenient to use with tables 

or diagrams giving the flow for different heads, and are 

suitable for use with auxiliary devices that indicate or 

record the velocity or volume passing. However, they are 

still in the development stage and more research on Venturi 

meters of this type is needed. They are still expensive arid 

difficult to construct and install except on a quantity 

basis. Sand and silt could be a problem because of possible 

cloging of the pressure connections which are not easily 

cleaned. (6,pp.8S-87) 

At the present time Mr. Teilman is developing an in- 

stallation for measuring the flow in the main canal using 

f our Venturi meters in parallel. The Venturi tubes have a 

cross-section which Is square instead of round and the in- 

stallation is arranged to measure the total channel flow. 

(See Fig. 7, page lb) 

Flow-Nozzle 

Another rate-of-flow meter is the flow-nozzle. Since 

the principles of its operation are the same as for the 

Venturi meter, identical formulas apply. In effect, the 

flow-nozzle is a Venturi meter which has been simplified or 

shortened by omitting the long diffuser on the outlet side. 

(See Fig. 30, page 80) The upstream pressure connection is 
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frequently made throuCh a hole in the wall of the pipe a 

dIstance of one pipe diameter u stream from the inward flare 

of the nozzle. The downstream pressure connection is made 

throuh the pipe wall opposite the end of the nozzle throat. 

The nozzle shape allows flow through the throat in a 

straight cylindrical et without contraction so the coef- 

ficient is nearly unity. In the flow-nozzle the jot is 
allowed to expand at will upon leaving the throat and the 

resulting high degree of turbulence causes . considerably 

greater loss of head than is normal for a Venturi meter. 

(22,pp.l23-l2L.) 

Generally flow-nozzles have not been widely used in 

irrigation practice. The U. S. Bureau of Reclamation has 

made limited use of them in smaller pipe lines where the 

cost of a Venturi meter is not economical. In 1927 the 

Fresno Irrigation District developed and calibrated a nodi- 

fication of the flow-nozzle for use in connection with 

turnout Installations, It is called a "flow meter" by the 

district and is used principally where there is considerable 

difference in water level between the supply canal and the 

farmer's ditch. (See Fig. 32, page 88) 

The throat portion is cast into a length of concrete 

pipe by means of an inside metal form. The diameters of 

both the entrance and throat sections are measured for each 

individual flow meter, and the flow tables developed by the 
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district are arranged to correct for minor variations in 

these diameter ratios. The head is measured in a well of 

the type used with a Calco Meterate. Discharge tables for 

each size meter have been made based on calibration tests. 

Coefficients calculated from these tests vary from 0.86 to 

0.96 and no apparent relationship exists between the pipe 

diameter or ratio of diameters and the coefficient. (11, 

pp.2ó-3l) 

Orifice Meter 

The flow of fluids in a pipe line is often rrasured by 

means of an orifice made in a thin plato that is placed per- 

pendicular to the line of flow. The orifice is generally 

circular and placed concentric with the pipe wall, An 

orifice meter acts like a Venturi meter or flow-nozzle, and 

the sarna formulas are used, although the coefficient has a 

somewhat different physical significance and a smaller 

value. The upstream pressure connection is usually located 

about one diameter of the pipe upstream from the orifice. 

Its position is not critical, but the location of the down- 

stream pressure connection is very important. The most 

suitable place for the downstream pressure connection is at 

the vena contracta, where the pressure is a minimum, thus 

making the differential pressure a maximum. (See Fig. 31, 

page 80) When the lower pressure connection is in this 
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position, about one-half a pipe diameter downstream of the 

orifice plate, the coefficient varies from 0.59 to 0.61 for 

pipes of different sizes and for different orifice to pipe 

diameter ratios. Because this coefficient is constant for a 

wide raiìe of flow conditions, the thin-.plate orifice meter 

is a desirable measurin device. ii; ha been used to onl7 

a limited extent, however, for measuring irrigation water 

because of its higher head loss. This loss increases as the 

orifice is made smaller, varying from 20 por cent of the 

differential pressure when the ratio of diameters is one to 

1.1 to a maximum of 90 per cent of the differential pressure 

when the ratio of di8meters is one to four. (13,p.100) 

In many cases the flow from an open pipe is measured by 

means of an orifice plate that screws or fastens onto its 
open end. SInce this orifice Is free flowing and discharg- 

ing Into the atmosphere, only the pres cure head in the pipe 

is required and this head is measured from the pipe center. 

Flow Is computed simply by using the Torricelli Theorem. 

V or Q CA/i 
in which 

Q. Quantity flowing 

C Coefficient whose value depends on ratio of pipe 

diameter to orifice diameter 

A Area of orifice 
g Acceleration of gravity 
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h Piessure head in the aproaci1 pipe 

This device is very sinple and useful for measuring the 

output of any pump. When the orifice has been carefully 
calibrated and kept clean and sharp-3dged, its measuring 

error should not exceed + three per cent of the actual 
volume flowing. The head loss through this device is rda- 
tively high, but in most applications this is not a critical 

factor. (18,pp.1-1O) All rate-of-flow meters are easily 

combined with auxiliary elements designed to indicate, 
record, and totalize the flow passing. 

kropollor-Type Weters 

There are a number of propellor-type meters comrnor- 
daily available for measuring irrigation water flowing in 
closed conduits. The Ray O. Spar1ici Coipany of Burbank, 

California is an organization manufacturing a variety of 

such devices. With propellor-type meters now well known and 

coming into wider use, they should be given some attention. 
They are all of simple design and their operation depends 
upon the velocity of the water turning a propellor and 

rotating a shaft. 

The Sparling Open-flow Meter is a portable device con- 

sisting of a conical-shaped propellor with three vanes and a 

tubular housing extending vertIcally above the propellor 
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shaft. A dial and Indicator at the top of this housIng can 

be made to show the volocfty or the total quantity of the 

water passing. Generally, the meter is calibrated for a 

given flow aros. and registers volume In acre-feet. This 

meter can be used easily where water flows through a con- 

duit, throat, or orifice of 1mom area. The propellor 

diameter may range from 12 to 8 inehAs on this devIce; but 

it Is recommended that the diameter be no less than about 

seven-tenths of the least dimension of the submerged section 

where the device is to operate. When beIng used it is 

mounted in a vertical position so that the propellor is 

placed at the approxImate center of flow and the totalizing 

dial Is extending out of the water. (See FIS. 33, pago 93) 

Iounts can ho arranged for easy inspection arid ready re- 

locatIon of the meter. The flow velocity must he greater 

than one-half foot por second and the propellor must be 

completely submerged for normal operation. When operating 

under normal conditions the manufacturers guarantee that the 

Open-flow Meter will register within two per cent of the 

correct quantity. At this writing these devices cost about 

four hundred dollars each. (20,pp.1O-l1) 

A low pressure line metor for closed Irrigation con- 

dults has been developed whIch is similar to the main-line 

water meters for dcmcstic water systems. It consists of a 

six-varied propllor mounted on a shaft that Is suspended in 
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Fig. 33. Sparling Open-flow Meter and mount- 
Ing brackets. 
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the ].ongitudinal axis of the conduit, A brass housing holds 

the propellor and its shaft in position and contains a 

vertical shaft which transmIts revolutions to the totalizer. 
The totallzer and indicator are attached to a circular saddle 

that is clamped over the top of the conduit. (See Fig. 3t, 

page 9) This arrangement makes the meter easily adaptable 

to many uses. 
The low pressure line meter may be installed in wood, 

steel, or concrete pipe having any slope. These meters have 

been used with short pipe lengths to measure flow in opon 

channels and for measuring the discharge from pumps. They 

can be provided ready for installing in existIng pipe or 

furnished in a steel shell with upstrean flor straightening 

vanes for installation in new srstems. The meter is guar 

anteed to register flow within two pr cent of the true 

quantity when the pipe is flowIng full and velocities are 

kept within the normal operating range. For lIne-meter 

sizes eight to 72 inches in diameter the normal operating 

velocities range from one-half to approximately six feet per 

second, Tinder tbese conditions the head loss does not ç 

ceed four inches. Pressure in the conduit should not 3xceed 

125 feet when using the low pressure lino meter. (20,pp. 

6-9) 

The Meter-Valve, sometimes called a Vertical-Flow Meter 

is designed to neet the need for a totallzatlon and control 
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device Thr closed tern farm deltvery turnouts. It is 

eai1 Installod in the opon end of any vertical pipe, givø. 

Ing accurate tontro1 and measurement of the free dieharo 
into an oren standplpe from line preures up to 20 pounds 

per square inch. The tube portion Is cemented perraanently 

in place and the hoad containinp the propellor ihaft, total- 
iZiflC) riochanism, and regtering case Is rotated upon the 

tube allowing rnooth valve actIon nd accessibility for i.s 

spection, (See Fig. 3, page 9) The delivery rate can 

easily be deterniined by tirnin the totalizer pointer and any 

necessary adjustment can be made by simply turning the head 

portion. From a complete thut-off the flow is fully adjust- 

able and a locking device is available to hold the head at 

any desired setting. The orror in rneasurenent wIth the 

11eterVa1ve Is guaranteed to be withIn two per cent at all 

flows above the niniun rating. All working parts are con- 

structed of stainless steel, plastIc, or brass. The meter- 

head and tubo arc cast aluminum-sIlicon alloy. 2O,pp.1-5) 

The Sparling low pressure line meter and Meter-Valve, 

are generally used with the closed-type irrIgation systems 

being desIgned and financed by the Bureau of Reclamation. 

These propellor-type meters and most other commercial irri- 
gation meters are equipped to totalize and record the volume 

of water passing. They measure with good accuracy and 

negligible head loss when operating under normal flow 
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codtions. liowevei', the vater must be clean to minimize 

wear, corrosion, and f oulin by moss and weeds. Their rela 

tively hìher cost tends to limit any wide use of these 

devices. 

L'npact Hegisterin' Devices 

The phenomenon generally known as "water hammertt Is a 

cod example of the way forces are produced when flowing 

water is impeded. This force can be expressed physically 

in various equations. They are all based on the fundamental 

one shown below expressing Newton's Second Law of Motion. 

vo V 
F MA M 

T 

in which 

F Force 

M Mass of the body 

A Acceleration of the body 

V1 Original velocity of the body 

V2 Final velocity of the body 

T Time of velocity change 

Second Law states that: An unbalanced force acting 

on a body causes the body to accelerate in the direction of 

the force, and the cceleration is directly proportional to 

the unbalanced force and inversely proportIonal to the mass 



of the body. 

The Pitot tube and deflection meter operate on the 

principle expressed by this law; however in this case the 

water produces the force when caused to decrease its veloc- 

ity. The Pitot tube is an instrument consisting essentially 

of a small straight tube with one end bent 90 degrees from 

the direction of the remaining portion. V!hen it is immersed 

vertically into a flowing stream with the bent part pointed 

directly upstream, the water level in the vertical or main 

portion of the tube will rise above the water 

surface an amount equal to the velocity head of the water. 

The velocity of the water is thus expressed by the Torcelli 

equation. 

V 

in which 

V Velocity of the water (feet per second) 

C Coefficient of the instrument 

g Acceleration due to gravity (feet per second2) 

h Height of water rise (feet) 

Before a Pitot tube can be used, the value of its co- 

efficient must be accurately determined. This calibration 

can be done by moving the tube at a known velocity through 

still water or by inserting it into the throat of a Venturi 

meter where the velocity is readily determined and its dis- 

tribution is uniform. The value of C is usually close to 



unity and varies with the shape and smoothness of the impact 

arid static pressure openins. 

Pitot tubes are constructed in many shapes and sizes 

for convenience and accuracy in a variety of applications. 

A very typical design is used by the Consolidated Irrigation 

District for a tube to be used in measurin flow through 

turnout pipes. This instrument is constructed of two brass 

tubes of three-eighth-inch and one-quarter-inch inside diam- 

eter with the smaller tube placed concentrically inside the 

larger one. This tubing is bent 90 derees at a point six 

and one-half inches from one end. At this end the space be- 

tween the inside and outside tube is filled with solder or 

brazing metal for a short distance at the very tip. This tip 

is then smoothed to a rounded-nose shape with the opening of 

the inside tubo remaining in the center. (See Fig. 36, page 

loo) The impact pressure of the stream is registered through 

this opening. About two inches back from the nose a one- 

eighth-inch hole is drilled through the outer tube. A 

similar one is drilled on the side directly opposite. These 

two holes face at right angles to the direction of stream 

flow and allow the static pressure to enter the space be- 

tween the tubes. 

The vertical section of this instrument is about six 

feet long. The upper end is constructed so that the impact 

and static pressure conduits connect to separate glass tubes 



Fig. 37. This view shows the 
upper portion of the Pitot 
tube. Static and dynamic 
pressures are each regis- 
tered in one of the glass 
tubes at the top. 

loo 

Fig. 36. Lower portion of 
the Consolidated Irrigation 
District's ritot tubo for 
ditehtenders, The complete 
instrument is about six 
feet long. See Fig. 37 be- 
low. 
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which join a common petcock at the very top. (See Fig. 37, 

page 100) In using the Pitot tube the operator places the 

bent end into the flowing stream, applies a slight vacuum 

through the open petcock with his mouth, and raises the 

water through the brass tubing into the glass tubes. The 

petcock is closed and the difference in the water levels 

standing in each glass tube is observed. The difference is 

read from a scale divided into tenths and hundredths of a 

foot mounted behind the glass tubes. Each ditchtender car- 

ries one of these Pitot tubes and a handy cardfor quick 

conversion of differential pressure into flow in cubic feet 

per second for each size of turnout pipe. The measurement 

is taken by inserting the Pitot nozzle into the outlet end 

of the buried turnout pipe or by lowering it through a 

vertical standpipe into flowing water. This system for 

measuring farm deliveries has been used successfully there 

for many years and requires only that the turnout pipe flows 

full with a minimum of turbulence. 

Pitot tubes are used extensively for measuring the flow 

of water at hydraulics laboratories and in industrial plants 

for various other fluids flowing in pipes. They have nc't 

been used to any great extent in irrigation possibly because 

the normal velocities in open channels are too low to regis- 
ter accurately. However, at chutes, drops, constrictions, 

and in pipes the mean velocity should be sufficiently high 
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for Pitot tube measurements. (22,p.l09-110) thce veloc- 

ity measurements are taken only at a small point, average 

velocity is determined by making a velocity traverse in the 

same manner as with the current meter. 

For general use the Pitot tube can be recommended for 

its simple, ruged construction and easy portability. It 

causes little disturbance to the existing fluid flow and is 

quite accurate in the ranges where the differentIal head is 

sufficient to make errors in pressure-reading insignificant, 

The Pitot tube is not extremely sensitive to oblique flow. 

By this is meant that the axis of the tube may be turned as 

much as ten degrees from the direction of stream flow wIth- 

out the differential head bein seriously altered. However, 

in turbulent flow the Pitot tube tends to over-estimate the 

mean velocity by about two per cent. (l,pp.81-8ó) 

There have been attempts made to increase the sensi- 

tivity of these devices by using a continuous tube shaped 

so that one open end faces into the stream flow while the 

other one faces directly downstream. When the ends are 

placed in the flowing stream, water is induced to flow 

through the tube with a velocity proportional to the local 

stream velocity. This velocity relationship can be estab- 

lished by calibration; but certain practical difficulties 

make measuring the velocity through the tube difficult. 
Under favorable conditions the Bentzel Velocity Tube, 
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manufactured by the Stevens Instrument Company of Portland, 

Oregon, and operating in the manner described, has accurate] 

measured open-channel velocities approaching a minimum of 

one foot por second. 

Deflection Meter 

The Deflection Meter is a comparitively new instrument 

developed and manufactured by the Ray C. Sparling Company. 

It is used to indicate the flow in concreto irrigation pipe 

lines. This meter may be grouted directly into a pipe sec- 

tion wherever it is desired and will indicate flow directly 

in cubic feet per second. (See Fig. 33, page lOLj) This 

unit merely consists of a vane suspended vertically in the 

flow stream working against a counterweight and assuming a 

deflection angle proportional to velocity of the water. It 

Is thus operated by the impact of the flowing water as with 

the fitot tube. 

In designs for closed-type distribution systems the 

U. S. Bureau of Reclamation usually provides for a Defiec- 

tion Meter to be installed at the head of snort sub-laterals 

and at deliveries where head is insufficient for a Vertical- 

Flow Meter. Head loss is considered to be about 0.12 feet 

regardless of meter size. Great accuracy Is not expected 

when measuring with this devïce, but it probably operates 

with an error not exceeding + five per cent of the actual 
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Fig. 38. Sparling Deflection Meter in- 
stalled in a section of concrete pipe. 



1 rr 
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flow rate. As is true with other commercial meters, the 

watr :nust be clean to minimize wear, corrosion, and fouling 

by moss and weeds. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SUHMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

From the discussion of irrigation district operations 

and the examination made of water measuring methods currently 

in use, some helpful conclusions may be drawn regarding what 

measuring methods could profitably be given more study and 

wider application in central California irrigation practice. 

Open-channel irrigation, the predninant tipe in use because 

of its greater simplicity and lower initial cost, will re- 

ceive principal attention. 

Weirs have been widely used in the past and will, nc 

doubt, remain important for water measurement. They are 

easy to construct and a multitude of discharge forr;iulas are 

available . They may measure within + three per cent of the 

actual quantity flowing when a suitable discharge formula is 

chosen. Y&t one should riot turn to weirs automatically when 

measurements are necessary. They require considerable loss 

of head; they must be maintained for accuracy; they are 

sensitive to flow conditions in the approach channel and 

are not accurate when submerged. 

The Clausen Weir Rule, an inexpensive, easily available 

device, is an obvious aid to the ditchtender who must riake 

weir measurements. The principal value of this gage comes 
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from its use with submerged weirs which can be very simple 

structures. Becausu a submerged weir requires a minimum 

head loss and causes less disturbance to normal channel 

flow, some of the objections to free-flowing weirs are over- 

come. The manufacturer claims the Weir Rule measures the 

flow over suppressed rectangular weirs, both free-flowing 

and submerged, with errors of less than + three per cent. 

With existing headgates, checks, and drops useful as measur- 

Ing structures for a small cost, Irrigation specialists must 

make themselves aware of the possibilities in the Clausen 

Weir Rule. 

The submerged, fully-contracted, rectangular orifice is 

easily constructed, measures with accuracy exceeding that of 

a weir, and requires less head loss. It is ideally suited to 

conditions where a fairly uniform quantity flows; the water 

is clean; and the slope Is small. The collection of silt and 

refuse against the upstream side of the orifice plate is 

troublesome when the water is not clean. This can be over- 

come by complete suppression of the bottom contraction and 

perhaps some suppression of the end contractions to allow a 

greater velocity of approach which will prevent settlement 

of material. However, efforts to determine the discharge 

relationship of such a device have not been wholly success- 

ful. The flow conditions are so critical that any variation 

in orifice dimensions, area of approaching water section, or 
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its depth has an appreciable effect on the discharge cool'- 

ficient. No general coefficien.t for flow through submerged, 

partially suppressed, rectangular orifices has been written. 

Therefore, each of these devices must be calibrated individ- 

ually unless it exactly duplicates another in both dimen- 

sions and conditions of operation. 

Calibration of a standard turnout using a Calco Slide 

Headgate as an adjustable submerged orifice has been a big 

step toward providing a simple inexpensive measurin. device 

at each farm delivery. These installations are widely used 

in central California and serve a definite need, but they 

are not a perfect turnout measuring device because of a 

limited range of accurate measurement and the constant water 

level required in the feeder canal. Measurements made with 

this type of installation are expected to deviate by about + 

five per cent from the true rate of flow. 

Most districts have the services of an experienced 

hydrographer for measurements of flow in cariais by current 

meter. Under favorable conditions such measurements can be 

accurate to within + one and one-half or two per cent of 

actual flow. Because the equipment is portable this method 

can have many uses. In large canals having a nall slope 

and conveying quantities over 100 cubic feet per second, 

stream gaging by current meter is an easy and economical 

measuring method. Current meter measurements are commonly 
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used to calibrate stage-discharge at stations where water 

level recorders are installed, They are also used to cali- 
brate or check the accuracy of other rneasurin devices. In 

most casos it is not economical to use a current oteter and 

its operator for routine, continuous gaging within a dis- 

tribution system, 

Same districts construct a specially designed rating 

flume for convenient and accurate measurement of intake f1oi 

tthrough the main canal. A water-level recorder installed 

there makes possible a continuous determination of flow. 

This arrangement for measurement is convenient and if care- 

fully calibrated will make errors not exceeding + three per 

cent of the flow. Such an installation does require special 

planning and proper topographic conditions and is nob fea- 

sible for use at random throughout an Irrigation system. 

The Parshali flume is a relatively new invention 

measuring water by use of a control section which induces 

the flowing water to pass through critical depth. This 

device is widely accepted and is used extensively ali over 

the world in many branches of hydraulics. Over 2500 Par- 

shall flumes are being used in Colorado where they were 

first developed. (1,p.2ó) They require little head loss, 

are not easily cloed with silt, measure a wide range of 

flow with errors riot exceeding five per cent, and are not 

seriously affected by turbulence and high approach veloci- 
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ties. It is surprising that only one Parshall flume is in 

use among the ton irrigation districts visited. There seems 

to be no justification for avoiding their use in central 

Celifornia. Perhaps the fact that they aro more expensive 

to construct than certain other devices and require some 

planning and study for their effective use has diminished 

their popularity ifl this area. VJith today's abundance of 

mechanical equipment, portable flunios of this typo can be 

widely employed. 

The uses made of the Venturi principle by the Consoli- 

dated Irrigation District in its open-channel distributIon 

system are unique. Venturi motors offer the advantages of 

low head loss, accuracy within + two per cent, durable con- 

struction with no moving parts, and easy adaptability to use 

with auxiliary indicating and recording appliances. The 

precast concrete Venturi tube of the Consolidated District 

may need slightly more development, but its convenience as 

a turnout measuring device and its reasonable construction 

cost has been fully demonstrated. There are possible de- 

signs utilizing the Venturi principle for measuring flow in 

moderately large canals. The structure wIth four tubos be- 

ing used at the Consolidated Irrigation District displays 

possibilities vthich challenge the imaginatIon. Undoubtedly 

more research could point the way to a simpler design. In 

some applications a loss expensive flow nozzle may he used, 

but its head loss is greater and sometimes unacceptable. 
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Many cornmrcia1 propellor-type rieters are now available. 

Certain of these are built t meet the needs of the closed-. 

type dsribution system as is the Ray C. Sparlin Coipany's 

Meter-Valve and low pressuie line meter. However, their 

Open-flow Meter is very handy as a portable measuring device 

useful for random checkiii of flow at various points in 

canal systems. I is not customary bo install any largo 

number of them as they are fairly expensive and must be 

placed ab bue downstrea side of a submerged section. They 

are constructed to totalizo the passing flow with an error 

under + two per cent wien used as specified by the manufac- 

turer. 

It appears that Pitot tubes could have a more wide and 

profitable use in open-channel irrigation. There are many 

places along an ordinary canai where a drop, constriction, or 

submerged section raises the waters veiccity into the range 

between three and ten feot por second where Pitot tube read- 

ings are reliable. The practIce of equtppin d!tchtenders 

with a kitot tubo to measure deliveries to prIvate ditches 

is sImple, not particularly costly, and has been used with 

good results for many years at the Consolidated Irrigation 

District. A Pitot tube is simple, ruged, easily carried 

about, causes little disturbance to the stream flow, and is 

quite accurate in its range. At the Turlock IrrIgation 

District the Water Superintendent mentioned that a farmer 
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will sometimes have little faith ii the accuracy of a Calco 

Meterate becaiise he cannot understand its operation, but 

will accept the reading of an Openflow L!eer simply because 

it looks more like a water raeasurin instrument. Of course, 

appearance should not be used to judge a water measurin 

device, but the itot tube by its appearance in the ditch- 

tender's hand can offer the added asset of inspiring the 

confidence. 

There has been no attempt to discuss the many mechanical 

and electrical appliances available to transmit, record, 

indicate, and totalize the flow. These elemenb can be in- 
stalled as an auxiliary to most any primary measuring de- 

vice. All those primary devices mentioned in Chapter III 
which are normally installed peivanont1y in one location may 
be equipped with an auziliary element that will convert the 

primary measuring data to a convenient form and transmit it 

to a specified location. aterleve1 recorders operated by 

a float are normally e;iployed for a continuous record of the 

head on weirs, rating sections, and ?arshall flumes. The 

differential head on a flow meter can also be continuously 
recorded by an auxiliary element. In cas where the head- 

discharge relation of the primary device remains constant, 
means are available to have the cunulative flow registered. 
These latter refinements are not used so frequently in irri- 
gation practice as in industrial and scwae plantì. All 
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the commercial meters mentioned are equipped to automat- 

ically register the cumulative volume passing in the most 

convenient units. (1,pp.39-L. and pp.281-3OL.) 

The final conclusion inevitably drawn from this in- 

vestigation is that all the irrigation districts measure 

adequately the gross volume of water entering their systems, 

but the means of accounting for it within most systems is 

sketchy. In many cases intermediate measurement in the 

laterals and sub-laterals is inâdequate to determine losses 

by seepage and spill. Finally the amount turned out to the 

farmer's private ditch is measured very crudely in many 

cases. The means of col1ectin revenue to operate and main- 

tain an irrigation system of this type is usually either a 

tax based on the assessed land value or a water toll based 

on rates varying with the type of crop irrigated. The 

greatest need now in the Irrigation field is the develop- 

ment and use of an improved turnout measuring and control 

device. It could probably be an adaptation of the Venturi 

or Pitot tube principle. Only with the use of such a meas- 

uring device can water be sold to the irrigator at a given 

unit price per acre-foot, the most reasonable and fair ar- 

rangement for all concerned. 
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